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“To save time is to lengthen life—” 
“ACCELERATION, rather than structural change, is the key to an 

understanding of our recent economic developments.” 
—From tHe report or Presioent Hoover’s Commirrer on Recent Economic Cuances 

Te PLOD of the ox-cart. The jog _ increasing rate it is giving us hun- Both these benefits to the public 
trot of the horse and buggy. dreds ‘of inventions and improve- | owe much to the steady flow of 

The rush of the high-powered motor — ments which speed up work, save © discovery and invention from 
car. The zoom of the airplane. time and moncy, revolutionize life General Electric laboratories. So do 
Acceleration. Faster speed all the —_ and labor in the modern age. the x-ray and cathode-ray tubes, the 
time. Conceive how much time modern _calorizing of steel, atomic-hydrogen 

Speed and more speed in  pro- electric lighting has saved the welding, the ‘generation of power 
duction, transportation, communica- American people—not to mention for home and industry at steadily 
tion, and as a result, more wealth, the billion dollars a year in lighting lower costs. : 

oes : bills ‘saved by the repeatedly im- The G-E monogram is a symbol more happiness, and yes, more : See : 
Heisite forniecall proved efficiency of the Mazpa of research. Every product bearing 

: lamp. Think of the extraordinary this monogram represents to-day 
Scientific research has been the democratization of entertainment and will represent to-morrow the 

pacemaker of this faster, yet more and education made possible by the highest standard of electrical 
leisurely, existence. At a steadily radio tube! correctness and dependability. 

JOIN US IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY EVENING ON A NATION-WIDE N.B.C. NETWORK 
@ 95-7191.
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Epcar G. Doupna, ’I7, has made an extensive historical study Page 

of early Wisconsin life, and is today probably one of the best in- Eextbrop: ball: 52 Bx ae ot Cover 
formed persons in the state regarding the life of the early settlers. The University—Its Place in the Riate: eee 267, 

In his story this month he tells of some of the very interesting A : waaatis 
; eg Spans unctional Organization of Faculty Forces_... 268 

background of Longfellow’s famous poem, “Hiawatha,’’ which “Tai 2 

centered in our own state. Behe Money Soas-. 2 ee 207 

Georce F. Downer, '97, is with us again, this time writing iawatha and Wisconsin... .------....--.-.-- 270 
about that very colorfull and successful athlete, Big John Rich- || Freshman Curriculum _____..---------------- 27] 
ards. Mr. Downer has spent considerable time in developing this Big John—The Pride of the Oldtimers. 22-22 272 

series, and we are sure that alumni, both young and old, will find Gala Events Planned for Reuners....___------- 273 
them very interesting. Riclitariaie ee fs ae cee ee ec DIA 

GLENN Frank, our able president, presents two subjects for Recommended Books .0. St ah ea ee a 275 

consideration among the alumni. One of his articles deals with Athletics Go Coasting Along-_..._.-_---._---- 278 
the stand the University should assume in matters of politics, Mie andthe pakourthe Baculty. 22. 2 2 279 

religion, and economics. The second tells of the new plan for : 
developing of a system of institutes in the various colleges of the Badgers inthe News=-_ = ---3-*2 =.=. 280 

university. While the Clock Strikes the Hour___._.-.....-. 282 

Ricarpo QuINTANA, as most of you know, conducts the Recom- With the Badger Clubs__--.--------------.--- 284 

mended Books section of the magazine. Too little has been said With: the Badger Sports: 2-222 2224 se 286 

in way of praise for the fine method in which this department is Aliana Neen ne oie en eka 288 

managed. The books he reviews and the method in which they Wewarohithe Glasses isos ei ie eon er 1289) 

are presented should please all who are interested in this way of NEE OLE Universiticge lc e290 

continuing their education. 2 i 
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Subscription to The Wisconsin Alumni Magazine is obtained by member- Change of Address must be reported ten days before date of issue. Other- 
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$3.00 of which is for subscription to the magazine, Family rate membership 
(where husband and wife are alumni) $5.00. Life membership, $75.00, pay- Discontinuance—If any subscriber wishes his magazine discontinued at the 

able within the period of one year. The Association earnestly invites all for- expiration of his subscription, notice to that effect should be sent with the 

mer students, graduates and non-graduates, to membership. Others may subscription, or at its expiration, Otherwise it is understood that a continu- 

subscribe for the Magazine at same price, $4.00 per year. ation is desired.
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Its Place in the State ti 
The University is under Constitutional Mandate = eh 
to Observe Theological and Political Neutrality. —— ae | t= 

By GLENN FRANK —— poe my 

HE University of Wisconsin Smith, Ricardo, i a a \ 
| is under Constitutional man- and other safely i. @ = 

date to observe a theological dead worthies, \ om a eee y aoa 
neutrality as it is under Constitu- lest they be sus- ~ Z a ak il 
tional mandate to observe a politi- — pected of teach- % a , ae 
cal neutrality. That is to say, ing partisan pol- apse | ee 
neutrality in the fields of sectarian itics. — 2 ee 

theology and partisan politics. The In the hands eT ents ger 
University of _Wisconsin may not, of cowards or PRESIDENT FRANK 

without violation of a clear Consti- weaklings, this 

tutional provision, become press Constitutional provision can be in- omic life is bound to draw the [fire 
agent or tool of a particular religi- terpreted to mean that the political of some who think scholars are 
ous partisanship, whether funda- scientists of the University, let us meddling in affairs that are none of 
mentalist or modernist, or of a say, should not concern themselves their business. 
particular political partisanship, with such current issues as the effi- I think these critics are wrong. 
whether conservative or liberal. _ ciency or inefficiency of the electorial And I am sure that the common 

The University of Wisconsin does and administrative machinery of sense of this Commonwealth re- 
not belong to the Catholics or the State Government, lest they dis- turns a verdict against them. I can- 
Protestants, to the Jews or the — cover facts that might not perchina not concur in any such philosophy 
Gentiles, to the Stalwarts or the pale neutrality on the fences that that would set the University of 
Progressives or the Democrats or divide the varied parties, that the Wisconsin apart in ascetic aloofness 

the Socialists. It belongs to the political scientists should be con- from the sweat and struggle of the 
people of Wisconsin, all of the tent to be re-write men who merely world’s perplexities and work, leav- 
people of Wisconsin, regardless of describe the various political theo- ing to it nothing more inspiring 
party or creed or race. The day it ries that have from time to time been than the task of raking over the 
sells its soul to a particular creed or tried in the evolutionary climb of the dying embers of the obsolete issues 
party or race it would as well close science of government. of the past. 
its doors, for it will die as a seat of In the hands of cowards or weak- The University does not and will 
learning and linger only as an lings; this Constitutional provision not concern itself with the year-to- 

agency or propaganda for the half- an be interpreted to mean that the _year strategies of partisan politics or 
truths of partisanship. It was to University should never officially with the creed wars that sects may 
underscore this fact that the fathers sanction such candid consideration see fit to wage, but the University 
wisely wrote into the constitution of of the issues of life and destiny, does and will concern itself with the 
this Commonwealth a_ prohibition such honest attempts to face the facts of those political, social, eco- 
against the teachings of sectarian significance of spiritual values in nomic, and religious issues that go 

theology or partisan politics. the life of the individual and the deeper than the machinery and 
In the hands of cowards and weak- processes of the social order, as methodologies of political and ec- 

lings, this Constitutional provision mark the annual All-University clesiastical organizations. To do 
can become a smoke screen behind Religious Convocations to whose less is to commit suicide as a uni- 
which timidity may hide its re- platform have been invited such dis- versity. 
luctance to deal honestly with those tinguished Roman Catholic priests I would rather see the University 
issues of politics, religion, and eco- as Father Ross, such eminent Jewish of Wisconsin suffer the rigors of a 
nomics that are loaded with the leaders as Rabbi Wise, such out- lean budget through an unpop- 
dynamite of contemporary interest, standing representatives of the Pro- ularity resulting from courageous 
not to say contemporary interests. testant world as Bishop McConnell, and accurate research in the living 

In the hands of cowards or weak- to mention only three at random. issues of the political, social and 

lings, this Constitutional provision Each year there are scattered economic life of Wisconsin than to 
can be interpreted to mean that the voices raised in protest that these see it grow fat in a popularity 
economists of the University, let us student assemblies for the considera- achieved by a sedulous aloofness 
say, should not prosecute and pub- tion of the religious life of the stu- from such issues. And in particular 
lish fundamental researches in such dent violate the spirit if not the reference to the University-wide 

living fields as taxation, lest they letter of the Constitutional pro- consideration of the significance of 
draw the fire of this or that political vision to which I have referred. religion in the life of the student 
group in the State, that the eco- Just as the publication of the re- that these convocations seek to 
nomists should confine their activi- sults of a vital research on a living stimulate, I want to say again what 
ties to polite lectures on Adam issue in our political, social, or eco- (Continued on page 297) 

Page 267
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A Functional Organization of Faculty Forces 
President Proposes to Break Down the Narrow Confines of Departmental 

Organization and to Establish a Group of Institutes. 

perry olleming te cony of a memoranda nt, together by a common intellectual interests is neither possible nor 
heen sent to members of the faculty. The sub- interest. desirable in the modern university. 
ject will be voted upon at the April meeting of ; i ; 
the general faculty —Editor’s Note.) A modern “‘faculty” is an assem- All that is here suggested is that 

BVIOUSLY the forces of the bly of men and women with a wide _ this increasingly wide diversity of 
O university must be organized diversity of intellectual and pro- interests, which is inseparable from 

both for its administrative fessional interests. It becomes modern learning, has largely de- 
procedures and for its intellectual harder and harder to achieve in and __ stroyed the group-integration that 
activities. If the forms of organiza- through “faculties” the values that characterized the ‘faculties’? of an 
tion needed for administrative pur- go with group consciousness, esprit earlier time, and has raised the 
poses can also serve adequately for de corps, and an intimate inter- question whether there may not be 
the promotion of the intellectual change of opinion on common prob- some new basis of group-integration 
life of the university, so much the lems. Today a large “faculty” can that might again make normal the 
better. For the multiplication of hardly be called a “community of — important values of group conscious- 
machinery in the university is ness, esprit de corps, and intimate 
more likely to hinder than to help interchange of opinion on com- 
its intellectual life. But whether | “8 S44) GO Ff mon problems. 
they be the same or separate, the ai ae 2 eS ee a4 Concurrently with this evolu- 
university must have, in effect, . | ea ey Ds A tion away from the older co- 
both an administrative organ- at po es vs herence and group-consciousness 
ization chart and an intellectual o , oes WT ee, ear a of the ‘faculty,’ our experience 
organization chart. Ree. t Zee a : with the materials and methods 

With these considerations in Sea 4 a see ate, Herero of scientific investigation has 
mind, this memorandum raises ctor Oa eX SS Bake been revealing the limitations of 
the question whether the intel- ae Ra J rt oe ie pAb oat the “department” as an intellec- 
lectual organization chart of the Sapte. f py muy ‘ ay ie tual agency in research if not in 
University of Wisconsin might sane a x Pi ee Ob a eke instruction. 5 
not be improved by the extension ie al chs Na i KAD The walls are breaking down 
and enrichment of the existing Eee a \ ieee S between the sciences. None of 

divisional organizations of its | geesmm a : es ub. i the sciences can longer operate 
faculty forces. once , 4 ae ag . om within the sealed frontiers of a 

This question is raised in the | 2¥ede ar | } ee kg single department. The most 
light of two major considerations. aM ' ae oe nee es significant research of our time is 

Sa & ek ae eee being done on the border-lines 
Il a5 a Se a between two or more sciences. 

ae eee is gay eA Science grows more and more 
In earlier days, when the map a hyphenate as we think in terms 

of the world’s knowledge was a j of bio-physics, geo-physics, bio- 
simpler affair with fewer frontier ps aia chemistry, . geo-chemistry, and 
lines than now separate our grow- . es the like. 
ing number of sciences and E : Added, then, to the fading co- 
studies, a “faculty” was a fairly herence of the “‘faculty,’’ we see 
coherent guild of scholars held to- pe RS this breaking down of the walls be- 
gether by a common intellectual tween the sciences, the increasing 
interest. A high degree of group scholars.” It is, perhaps, more importance of the twilight zones be- 
consciousness, esprit de corps, and accurately described as a “collection —_ tween the sciences, and a recognition 
intimate interchange of opinion of scholars.” The diversity of in- by productive scholars that the “‘de- 
on common problems was possible. terests represented in a modern partment” is not a self-contained 
But as the full impact of the “faculty” works against that com- and self-sufficient province, but only 

scientific spirit and its methodology munity of interest which is a power- _a point of departure from which to 
of research fell upon the universities, ful driving force in a working intel- _ attack problems. And these two con- 
the old unities of scholarship and of lectual group. current developments in the way 
Coa began to disintegrate. A Clearly this diversity of interests | scholars are actually functioning in 

Seen oo eae is not to be deplored but to be the modern university jointly raise 

knowledge cuecialianns eer i bs welco med and enmehed: Ths: the “the question ee oes Tae He leaps and bounde sadidenark A ne inevitable accompaniment of the be a new basis of group-integration 
i partmenta : : es 29 

ism became the order of the day. modern enterprise of learning. It somewhere between ; faculty” and 
This process of progressive division marks the transition from the en- ‘“‘department” that will answer some 
and subdivision of fields of inquiry  Cy¢lopedism old general scholar who _ accurately to the kind of federation 
and instruction has largely destroyed took the world for his oyster to the _ that arises naturally where scholars 
the earlier character of a “faculty” realism and concentration of the are most active and productive. 
as a coherent guild of scholars held modern specialist. Less diversity of (Continued on page 292) 
Page 268 f
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Will the University 

Be Hampered by the 

Acceptance of So-Called : 

“Tainted Money” “= ainte oney’’? in Y 
~ a 

Regents Rescind Motion of Former Board; Action is io > 

In Accord With Alumni Committee Report of 1926. a a 
S ap 

N Wednesday March 5, the Chynoweth would not join in the ee poser J J § 
Board of Regents passed the report and Mr. Runke and Dr. 3 
following motion: ‘“That the Beebe submitted separate reports. 

resolution adopted by the board on The report in part reads as fol- é 
August 5, 1925, restricting gifts to lows: 
the University be rescinded.” Alumni a : ee A 

who have been following the politi- eaine of ce Were y 
cal situation in the state have felt entioned at the outset of this re- 
that this resolution would be re- port, was a gift by the General 

scinded as soon as the complexion Education board of $12,500 for re- 
o aan a pnee tt nee ee search work in pharmacology. Spe- ane rte 

A hiwie ied pri cifically the fund was given to aid in ee eee eed rs 
A Pasa oe 7 * research work by the medical de- ge eh TUDE 
ve sgroee ia as : bem partment for a cure for persons af- 

Pecceon the books with a nine to fisted with syphilitic paresis, a or Vilas or Tripp or Brittingham or 
six vote by the 1925 Board read as i if ; ee y c ead aS work which according to Dr. Loe- Olin should make a gift to the uni- 

eee Tediothae hela venhart, has already resulted in the ~ versity for a medical, geological, 
re ae ee i: ae gu a : Ones discharge of approximately 100 pa- biological, chemical, agricultural or 
ee Gee an : oan 2 ae oe tients from the Wisconsin insane other scientific school, his gift would 
Gs ernie ae oe a 2 é © asylum. The gift was finally ac- be received with plaudits of praise. 
bdaiahis aaa Hct ae 3 coe ne cepted because commitments had None would object to the acceptance 
eats Se © ee nee been made on the strength of: it, of such a gift on the ground that the 
fe S or organizauons of like char- but at the same time the regents state is able to supply these things. 
ue re AChE eesti aneer? took the occasion to pass the resolu- | We would all say that this spirit of 
ik clesk ae ee Hines tion above mentioned, the effect of giving cultivates a wholesome at- 
a ee pa Tees Rees the which is that no further gifts from _ titude of liberality on the part of 

eee onan a mM ae = oven hes this source may hereafter be re- those who have the substance to 
ord editorials for some time past ceived. The gift in question-was for _give, and that it is the part of wis- 
ee ed : thet SL A0E pore te Dee * a medical and scientific purpose and dom to supplement the liberality of 

ae the state havo anmee spore the resolution forbids all such gifts the state with the bounty of private 

voiced their opposition to the Uni- fr all ee Bee eee Oe ethe real question is, then, must 
versity receiving money from a cor- ev cetiints the acca per eras =< snch gifts mache we are consider- 
poration. The argument that this blanket resolution was a mistake. ing be rejected hecause of the source 
money is “‘tainted’” and that it We pass with @ slight mention — fom which they come. The General 
will incriminate the University to the fact that the resolution singles 2 ; ‘ sigsuiend J : i s : Education board, whose gift pro- 
an extent that its teachings will out corporate gifts, ignoring gifts aa ee anne ae : g para voked this resolution, was endowed 
become biased and that it will de- from the individuals who compose by John D Racketellensand it is 
prive the school of much of the free- _ the corporations. Why the gift be- doubtless Cuisnbretcehat chas given 
dom it formerly enjoyed, still pre- comes especially obnoxious merely Heesto & okition some sift sae 

vails among those opposed to this because it has passed from the hold no brief for Mr. Rockefeller 
move. original maker of the money into a Peete “ 

: si : or for the manner in which he ac- 
We feel however, that most corporation organized, not for profit, cumulated his fortune Granting 

alumni will agree with the report of | but for public benefit and general 1) that ‘the opponents of this gift 
the special alumni investigating good, we do not understand. A... of him. he is in the peaceable 
committee which presented its re- gift with an ulterior purpose is oe nian of it, N “as x : A : a ‘ Z possession of it. No court has been 
port on this subject and which quite as likely to be offered by an a-4-6q to take it from him or dis- 
appeared in the February, 1926 individual as by a corporation and tin nte | Rtas a ren d ij uary, p Se i mae: ae ribute it to the sources from which 
issue of the Wisconsin Alumni the likelihood of accompanying pres- it came. No legislature has been 

Magazine. é This committee was oe 1S greater, : ; Ss shown a method to tax it away ex- 
composed of Oscar Hallam, ’87, But notwithstanding this ability cept by the same means as it would 
Harry Sauthoff,’02, J. M. Dodson, and willingness on the part of the cot ; Fan yer : pee Pp : tax other large fortunes, however 
80, A. R. Janecky, ’07, Karl Mann, state, we cannot approve any action acquired. We believe Mr. Rocke- 
11, H. W. Adams, ’00, R. B. _ to refuse or discourage gifts of money feller’s f a he a Beene : : : : eller’s fortune may be lawfully and 
Dickie, °97, Mrs. Edna P. Chyno- from private sources for the pur- morally given away and conscienti- 
weth, ex °70, R. M. Runke, °00, pose of aiding in the advancement of _ ously Yeceived for the benevolent 
Dr. S. D. Beebe, ex °93. Mrs. these great ends. If some Washburn 5 iGorcinilemonipape sda) 
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Hiawatha W1 iawatha and Wisconsin 
Much of the Legend and Indian Lore of Longfellow’s Famous 

Poem Came from the Indians Who Once Inhabited 

Northern Wisconsin 

By Epvcar G. Doupna, °17 

. 3 to Wisconsin some time previous to a clear and well tuned voice. He 
N_ THE Library of Congress in the landing of Jean Nicolet at Green spoke with grace and fluency, and 
Washington among a collection —_ Bay, in 1634. With the Potawatomi _at times rose to the heights of poetry. 

~~ of letters of American authors and the Ottawa they formed aloose Many legends grew up about him, 
is one that makes quite clear the confederacy knows as “The Nation his tremendous strength, his expert- 
source of Longfellow’s famous In- of the Three Fires.” They occupied ness as a warrior, his influence with 
dian poem “The Song of Hiawatha.” —_as their home the triangle bounded _ the Indians, and his capacity as a 
The letter is dated Cambridge, by the Mississippi River, the Chip- leader. When he was about 22 years 
December 14, 1855, and is directed  pewa River, and Lake Superior. of age, he was made war chief and 
to Henry Schoolcraft. The letter is, They were constantly at war with in a tremendous battle fought near 
of course, in longhand and in the the Sioux Indians west of the Mis- the present site of St. Croix Falls, 
strikingly regular handwriting of  sissippi and many famous battles he defeated the Sioux and their al- 
Longfellow. He says—“Dear Sir: took place between the Chippewa lies, the Fox, in one of the most 

I send you by today’s mail a copy and the Sioux. bloody struggles of Indian warfare. 
of “The Song of Hiawatha,” a poem About the year 1747, a young He lost a large number of his war- 
founded upon Indian legends, which Chippewa Indian was born, the son __riors and he himself was wounded, 
I beg you to accept as a token of of a chieftain who had fought under — but when the battle was over the 
my great regard and in acknowl- Montcalm at Quebec and who was Chippewa were undisputed pos- 
edgment of my obligations to you, a warm friend of the French. The _ sessors of the hunting grounds which 
for without your books I could not —_ young Indian was named Wabojeeg _ they loved. Going back to Madeline 
have written mine. If you have which means “The White Fisher.”” Island where he had his camp he 
time to look over “Hiawatha,” you According to the traditions of the built himself a new home 10 fathoms 
will find that I have adhered faith- Chippewa he was a most precocious long and guarded by two rows of 
fully to the old myths, and you will youth and early had acquired all of | posts. On a totem pole before the 
be amused to hear that a critic in the Indian legendary knowledge. door was a carved bear. In celebra- 
the National Intelligencer accuses Although most of his people were tion of the victory over the Sioux 
me of drawing many of these legends short, the White Fisher at manhood he composed a poem which was 
from the Finnish poem “Kalevala.” was six feet, six inches in height. later set down by his granddaughter, 
Any criticisms or suggestions from He had full, piercing, black eyes, Mrs. Schoolcraft. 
you I should value highly. Yours 
faithfully, Henry W. Longfellow.” Be aa ae “On that day when our heroes lay 

The books to which Longfellow en ie a al low, lay low, 
refers are three large volumes called Besta eas HP Saga) | el On that day when our heroes lay low, 
“Algic Researches” and another ae I j Ne) iW I fought by their side, and thought 

called “The American Indians,” eae od ee Ji ere I died 
written by Henry Schoolcraft who RSE gf's) Lorain te | a Just vengeance to take on the foe, 
at this time was living at Washing- ae mee ib, i i just vengeance to take on the 
ton, D. C. For many years he had ae Pi) yy Seth oe foe. 

been active among the Indians in a o wy Zak | On that Day when our chieftains 
northern Wisconsin, northwest Min- aM Ae Ce FE i lay dead, lay dead 

nesota, and upper Michigan, largely LH | LE Ne He On that day when our chieftains 
in the area inhabited by the Chip- Pee 0/41 IN fi | | lay dead, 
pewa Indians. His wife was a grand- eat, AJ GE) : 18 I fought hand to hand, at the head 
daughter of a famous Chippewa pe ating // || : I of my band 
Chieftain and from her he received rs , Sa MB \ And here on my breast have I 
a saree Net - the information nes : hs Be Lo go bled 
which is embodied in his many PA, RS Aol Nace I : 
books. Let us go back to the grand- aA Via ae # oy ne ae a, 
father of Mrs. Schoolcraft and we mS. Wee x Five winters in hunting we’ll spend, 
can get a better picture of the ENN, \ i See Lis we'll spend 
origin of the material which, done SP SEE UY Lape} Five winters in hunting we’ll spend 

over by a poet with certain changes Pies TL, i Hi Till our youth, grown to men, we'll 
and with a liberal use of poetic Lycee WAZ. =| to war lead again ; 

license, has made this great poem FH La) Se And our days like our fathers shall 
of Hiawatha the best picture we | ae == Re | end 

have in American literature of the SS And our days like our fathers shall 
imaginative life of the Indian. i end.” 

The Chippewa Indians had come AND PROM TEA HER ee ‘(Continued on page 298) 
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What the Board of Ga ee : 
os oe Sis Sane 

Visitors Reports on the et Me Ss. = é 

. 

Freshman Curriculum "See 3 See ie. 3 

Better Instruction is Imperative and Changes ane te a 

in Requirements Should be Made. ee ak 
a 5 a 

(This is the second of a series of two opinion that reorganization of the ee fa Ke a 
articles taken from the report of the Board policy of salary increases to mem- Se tld a 
of Visitors at their March 3 meeting with bers of the faculty of the university, a 

the Regents. The first dealt with the pro. _ placing ability to teach at least on ee 
blem of Freshman advising —Editor’s an equal basis with ability to do re- : a = 

Note.) search and write monographs and ‘ ee einer 

E DO not believe that there  00ks, would be a great factor in a 
W has been any very great im- bringing stronger teachers into the a — 2 

provement in the quality of field. , ; pee eee =a ee 
instruction of freshmen at the Uni- “We recommend that immediate as ae ne = 
versity, and that all the criticisms of | attention be given to curriculum oP ae Pes ‘ 
the 1925 and subsequent reports are reconstruction. 5 
fair criticisms of the situation today. “If admission to the university LINDEN DRIVE 
The recommendations made by the and placement within it should be 
Board in their 1928 report were as on the basis of recommendation of foreign language requirements, on 

follows: secondary school authorities, it is the basis that it functioned neither 
In March, 1928, the Board of our opinion that a varied curriculum in the serious business of making 

Visitors, in its report, again empha- will of necessity be established in  q living, or in recreation. The 33% 
sized better freshman instruction. the university in order that in- js in contrast to less than 7%, which 
™ ‘We recommend dividuals who enter was the next highest precentage of 
that immediate atten- apt the university may criticism of any one university re- 
tion be given to the oe not be sifted out upon — quirement. We are strongly of the 
qualifications and ex- a false basis. To illus- opinion that curriculum revision 

perience of instructors zg trate: It isas absurd must of necessity be a part of any 
assigned to freshmen, to assumethatallmen program which will achieve less 
with special reference - : and women who en- failures among freshmen.” 
to their professional ‘ ter the university Incidentally, may we give further 
training, teaching ex- cs have equal capacity emphasis to the suggestion made in 
perience, and objec- 7 F or interest for. langu- the same report that reorganization 

tives. This is no new £ age, mathematics, his- of the policy of salary increases to 
recommendation on vi tory, or the sciences, members of the faculty of the Uni- 
the part of this board. as to assume that — versity will, we believe, be a factor 
We have at various all the men of a given _ in solving the problem of freshman 
times offered the opin- : age wear the same  jnstruction. If teaching ability were 
ion that the quality ia size of shoes, have the recognized as the ability to do re- 

of instruction of fresh- B. E. MCCORMICK same complexion, the search work and write monographs 
men students at the same weight, or can or books are recognized, we are sure 
university is often inferior to that run 100 yards in the same length of stronger teachers would be brought 
which these same students received time. Some individuals are excep- into the freshman field. We are not 
in the senior year of the secondary tionally strong in mathematics and surprised that research is likely to 
school. In a survey conducted by science and weak in history, and subsidize the interests of university 
this board in 1925, in an attempt vice versa. Uniform freshmen re- teachers because we believe that 

to analyze freshman failures in the quirements especially in language generally speaking, promotion in 
university, the preponderence of and mathematics are liable to elim- the faculty, and salary promotion, 
opinion of secondary school prin- inate very worthy and capable uni- depend to a great extent upon re- 
cipals was ‘poor instruction.’ We versity students. Then, too, thereis search and the writing of books. 
believe that the university can im- grave doubt in our opinion, of the Incidentally, the latter may be a 
prove the work with freshmen by value of forcing language or mathe- means of providing additional in- 
placing them in charge of instructors matics requirements on individuals come to that of one’s salary. We are 
who are interested in students as who take them just because they are strongly of the opinion that some 
well as in subject matter, who are compelled to. A recent survey of a adjustment should be made which 
qualified by training at least equiva- _ thousand graduates ofthe university will recognize teaching ability and 
lent to that required for high school may throw some light upon this personal work with students in a 
teachers, who are interested in problem. ‘Thirty-three per cent of more substantial way than at pres- 
teaching, and who are supervised in those who answered the question as ent obtains. 
their teaching by heads of depart- to which courses were most helpful In business and the professions, 

ments. and which least helpful were em- research and the technic of doing are 
“Incidentally, we are of the phatic in their disapproval of the (Continued on page 296) 
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Big John--The Pride of the Oldtimers 
Only Man to Win Eleven ‘‘W’s’’; A Stellar Player and 

a Keen Strategist as a Coach. 

By GreorGE Downer, ’97 

(Director, Sport News Bureau) 

1G John Richards belongs with consisted of two 45 minute halves Space will not permit detailed 
B the immortals of Wisconsin and once a player was taken out, he — reference to Richards’ career as a 

athletics—whatever be the could not return to the game. John player. He won his letter as a sub- 
standards by which their names are Richards went through five years of stitute end in 1892, then for four 
chosen. that kind of football, rarely playing years was Wisconsin’s regular full- 

He won more letters than any less than the full game, and was back. There was no three-year rule 
other Badgers, had a longer active never taken out for an injury. in those days and Big John took a 
connection with Wisconsin athletics : year in the law school after graduat- 
than any other man and played a hal OE ing on the Hill, subsequently being 
great part in establishing many of the 3 < _ A ole admitted to the bar. In 1894 he 
Badgers’ most cherished traditions. Ta made both the track team and crew, 

John R. Richards was a member | ko ta training daily with each—and loos- 
of the class of 1896, played on five » Kd 7 es Esa ing 20 pounds in two months. 
Wisconsin football teams, from 1892 Ponce ee | Le es ee ‘ Football in those days was quite 
to 1896, inclusive, captained the vay 8 | ae informal. Players bought their own 
teams of 95 and ’96, ran the hurdles oer ch 4 | sy equipment and in 1892 there was 
as a member of the track team of age | Bae no regular coach. Parke Davis of 
1893 to 1897, and was a regular a * 3 Princeton, subsequently to become 
member of the 1894 varsity crew. , o. a - known as the historian and statis- 

So far as I know, he is the only man ne - a P tician of the game, was Wisconsin’s 

who ever earned eleven major ‘“W’s” aa 7 ra = first full-time coach, in 1893. Inci- 
at Wisconsin. 4] I dentally, Davis was registered as a 

Richards returned to coach the ore , graduate student and played tackle 
varsity football team of 1911, resign- tin & ae | on the team. 
ing after the season, and became € ' a The next year, H. O. Stickney, a 
head coach again in 1917, and later f eS | a former Harvard tackle, became 

came back to direct the destinies of xia 4) we coach and Wisconsin went through 
the Badger elevens of 1919, 1920, Lage oa 4 2 the season undefeated, except for a 

1921, and 1922. on. i game forfeited to Purdue when the 
John Richards had a number of Cees = BM Badgers refused to continue the 

qualities, priceless in an athlete. He Sade | oo WPy game after their captain and quar- 
was a born competitor, a determined Ba i, 4 tf terback, Lyman, was ruled off for 
fighter with a wonderful vital spark, ve ~ oe alleged slugging. The ’94 team was 
dynamic energy, a mind keen to are RE ah a ie the first to defeat Minnesota. 
analyze the fundamentals of a game pcan? a Dissension all but wrecked Rich- 
and dogged persistence in the pur- pre: meee soe ards’ first team, in 1895, the Badgers 
suit of his aim. eee eee ee Bo losing to both Chicago and Minne- 

Big John’s flaming temper was a JOHN RICHARDS sota in loose games. In 1896, Rich- 
by-word, yet in the grand old days ards, who had been re-elected cap- 
when football was a knock-down- He was a splendid line plunger tain, determined to get the best 
and-dragout’ game and when his and the first fullback in the country available coach in the country and 
aggressiveness made him a shining to use the hurdle as a regular tactic his choice was Phil King, Princeton’s 
mark, he was never ruled out of a for short gains. After his first year, | All-American quarterback. 

game. In the Minnesota game of he played at about 185 pounds. He King laid the foundations of real 
1896—a hand-to-hand fight for 90 was terrifically fast in getting started football at Wisconsin and is still re- 
minutes—the Gophers’ center trio and ran with a driving, high-knee garded by the old timers as one of 
roughed him through half the en- action, which made him a mighty _ the greatest coaches of all time. The 
counter. hard man to stop. Wisconsin eleven of 1896 was un- 

Early in the second half, big Although not of the typical hurd- defeated, its greatest victory being 

Fulton, their center, charged into Jing build, Richards made a good over Minnesota, by a score of 6 to 0. 
John after a punt and Richards, hurdler of himself by sheer drive and Richards made the touchdown. 

seeing both officials racing down, persistence, his body being heavy Following his graduation, Rich- 
back to him, under the punt, swung and his legs relatively short. Off ards went into school work, coaching 
his right to Fulton’s jaw, right out the mark, he was one of the fastest his school teams more or less as a 
in the open, flattening the Gopher men, for 8 or 10 yards, that I have _ recreation, for fourteen years. Dur- 
at full length, ten feet away. ever seen. He was westernchampion ing that period his elevens rarely 

In those days, a football player in the highs in 1896 and 1897, his lost a game. 
had to take punishment. The game best time being :15 4/5. (Continuedon page'303) 
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Many Interesting Programs Being Planned by the Class 

Chairmen; Madison Committees Active. 

WITH spring in the air and the ments can be made members will be class. Those who returned in 1924 
old golf clubs being taken down informed as to where the events will will remember that reunion as one 

from the attic for a polishing, mem- take place. A large room has been which went down in history and one 
bers of the fifteen reuning classes reserved in the Memorial Union as__ which will never be forgotten. The 
are turning their thoughts once class headquarters. The place of the 1930 reunion will be even better. 
more to spending a grand week-end luncheon on Saturday noon is still More complete plans are being 
on the campus, June 20-23. somewhat in doubt but by the next made, which will be announced later, 

While a few of the classes have issue of the Magazine, all plans will and bigger and better entertainment 
remained more or less inactive, the be definitely formulated and the is being planned for the reuners. 

majority have started their plans members will be able to make their However, members of the class 
with plenty of pep and early indica- individual plans accordingly. hold the trump cards; their pres- 
tions predict one ence is the de- 
of the most suc- termining factor. 
cessful reunions om ae Without a good 
for einen con- < = Pee attendance the 
cerned. >¢ y 2 reunion will be 

If you haven’t Y Se ’ 3 just average. 

heard from your ie & \- #, : The Class of "99 
aed ae ce : ie ) Suds a f ’ cal Py : “ae ie always done 

oe pee ee BY ‘Vkwaes oo 
Le apps ee ZN ie 4 is ‘thy; this Teun ae 

not Read from 2 of “ a 5 ® i ‘ AY, One ee 

1877, 1879, 1896, Cs) 3 a 2 — a AV; Plan to lay aside 
1897, 1900, 1905 a Ee ices, Ne zy 5 § may) «your cares and 
and “1917. >The ye bee A of VW) ye i> eB e woes and come 
ae classes have a Ky ‘A if pe ~ with the family. 

ae ae at Aa Pe NY A Cf AGP) = Planon being here 
WI e1r ans all > ™ < : . g * ay 

as the following f Ne ~~ ms 4 8 LA so = — ? 
stories and letters |# i 4 " a Ne DC ee 
will show. a eT = ments 

Plan on coming °78ERS AT THE HOME OF MRS. CG, E, BUELL IN 1928 EMERSON ELA 

back in June. Chairman 

| Class of 1880 | | Class of 1898 | | aoe | 
A Madison committee working in pele ins. we © 6 Taney? P 

close touch with John M. Dodson, ee A aes of nets ' Dear Fifteeners: 

president of the class, is making JOUR UNE SAU ISOny eI ReLeeG It’s only April to be sure, but that 

ylans for the fiftieth anniversary of the class have held several meetings isn’t one bit too early for you to 
ie Class of 1880. A lette =f ne «  todetermine the plans to be followed jp agin making you 7 a - afar 
De aso hich will be sent to ail im June. In all probability the class Sa eee Ot 50 eee {ie HE 
eee Wane tna . set pu will hold some of its functions in gee se oraa ie _ aaa Here laee 

members urging them to retur 2 Tonjunction with, the member of 0° ih, guen (and, thers ar 
As is the case in most of the other the Classes of '96, "97 and 99. While necting every. two wreaks laying 
classes any definite lans are not no definite plans can be announced Geen plans for your reunion. To 
oe ea fo blics oe Tt “ill be at this time, the next issue of the ae Ue annette x ‘littl Glens 
i ie e ee ie oe Ss Ns 2€ Magazine will carry a complete e eae the ths abe Pi aa 
but a shor ime, owever, elore story of what is to take place when are Si eo e ngs being planne 

announcement will be made of the Rion: oes for you. 
program for reunion week-end. LR ee TOs arene. We have engaged the new Phi 

[> vet maar «| — Gamma Delta house, a unique and 

eed | most attractive lake shore fraternity 
| Class of 1885 | | Class of 1899 | house for our headquarters. Here 

ar ae ick hae I | we will be “‘at home” all day June 
sti 7% A 2 : 5 ; 20. Here the returning Sixteeners, 
is in charge of the reunion of the The Madison committee of the cs. Jenteeners and Eighteeners may 
class, has sent cards and letters to class has held several meetings and * iver rd ealane een es a 5 : : : find us. Here also we can swim, play 
the members of the class telling them is making every effort to make the jrigoe dance—and talk t c 
of the plans which have been laid to 1930 reunion the most pleasant and se Dae ie 4 vee AS: a 5 s z heart’s content. And if you have a 
date. As soon as definite arrange- most successful in the history of the (Continued on poge 302) 
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eX Gn == PEW Tre Sor Ww So 
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A a. aw PASS Bee ca cr fed Geet Fg SE i, Es ee Sm : 

Pr ote al ee EN 

UNIVERSITY MAY AGAIN ACCEPT GIFTS concerning the University as will be of interest to the 
membership. In order to carry out this policy to the 

FROM INCORPORATED ENDOWMENTS fullest extent it is necessary of course that alumni ad- 

‘THE Board of Regents at its March meeting repealed vise us as to those phases of the university concerning 
the resolution that body adopted on August 5; 1925, which they wish specific information. In other words, 

which provided that “no gifts, donations, or subsidies shoot your questions.” The facts will be secured and 
shall in the future be accepted by or on behalf of the published without comment. By cooperating in this 
University of Wisconsin from any incorporated edu- matter you will not only satisfy your own desire for 
cational endowments or organizations of like character.” authentic information, but you will be rendering a 

That this blanket resolution was unwise and based distinct service to your association in its efforts to pro- 
upon groundless fear was the conclusion of the special duce a more interesting publication. 
alumni committee which studied the question, took ob —aegiiew>—o 
testimony and reported that it found no proof that such 
gifts were not free from hampering restrictions. There ALUMNI THOUGHT 

was not the slightest intimation by members of the ie HAS recently been stated by several people on the 
faculty who testified before the committee that the gift * Campus and elsewhere that alumni are primarily 
in question carried restrictions of any kind. interested in the athletics of their Alma Mater and pay 

Without doubt the University has in the last five years little or no attention to the educational problems of the 
been greatly hampered particularly in the field of scien- institution. We have contended that this statement is 
tific research, due to the inability of the regents to false. Letters received in this office would seem to bear 
accept monies which other universities are glad to accept. out our contention. Alumni have written asking about 

The repeal of this resolution does not mean that the the advisory system, freshman week, the experimental 
regents may not refuse any and all gifts if in their judg- college, the new courses, the curriculum study and 
ment such gifts are inimical to the best interests of the similar subjects. Wherever faculty speakers address 

University. It does, however, enable them to accept and alumni clubs, the University as an educational institu- 
put to proper use such gifts as will further the Univer- tion is the main subject of discussion. A reading of the 
sity’s usefulness. reports on club meetings will bear this out. 

oslo — Merely because an alumnus of an institution refuses 

to come out in print and make a huge fuss about some 
WILL YOU BE BACK IN JUNE? issue does not mean that he has no interest in his Uni- 

T IS not too early to begin making plans to return to versity’s problems. Most alumni do not relish the idea 

I the campus in ane. The officers athe classes which of picking a fight with the printed page as a medium. 
under the Dix Plan observe their reunions this year Surely it is not the most dignified method in which to 
have taken the preliminary steps necessary to make be of assistance, especially since some of the news- 
your homecoming interesting and entertaining. Mad- papers make a practice of lying in wait to pounce upon 
ison representatives of these classes have been appointed the unsuspecting alumnus should he venture to make a 
and are already at work. statement, pro or con, upon some controversial subject. 

Most of the reunion activities—the class luncheons, Alumni are interested in the workings of their uni- 
alumni banquet, the senior alumni dance—will be versity, but they do refuse to submit their views to 

centered in the Memorial Union. Class headquarters newspapers where they are too easily misquoted or 
will also be established there. Those who were back last their views misinterpreted. 
year will tell you how much these splendid facilities apy >-—$s 
contribute to the success of reunions. 

Even though your class is not scheduled to reune this THAT MATTER OF NEWS 

year, come anyway. You will have a thoroughly en- D® you ever stop to consider that the Alumni News 
Joyable time and you will be glad you came. Begin and the News of the Classes divisions of the Mag- 
making your plans now. azine are the most interesting we have? It’s a fact. 

You are the contributors to these sections, and upon 
Salta your shoulders rests the responsibility for a top notch 

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW? magazine. Why not get out that trusty pen and pa- 
per tonight and jot down a few notes about what your 

fe IS the policy of the Board of Directors of the Alumni friends are doing and then send this to the Association 
Association to set forth in the magazine such facts office. Thanks. 
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Conducted 7a ig = ee i. a al PROF. RICARDO ‘onducte ja . aia | \ Js \ 3 
by a EG —s | rel ©. QUINTANA 

= coor zs eREaN SERA 
ne 

and behavior.” Personality, which comments, especially such as have 
Recommended to is defined on page 6 as ‘whatever been made in informal conversa- 

Hostesses a person is,” may be developed, tion by actors whom he has met in 
ee Prof. Manuel thinks, by ‘self-direc- connection with his work as a 

The Psychology of Happiness. By tion’ which depends upon self- dramatic critic. The chapter re- 
Walter B. Pitkin. Simon and Schus- analysis. The suggested analysis cording the specific and unacademic 
ter takes the form of a rating scale remarks of these actors is to my 
T Master cf ay: eee By. Herschel wherein the disciple of ‘self-improve- mind the most fresh and vital in the 

: 5 ny pen: ment’ may discover his deficiencies book. Granville Barker remarking 
Mr. S. Lee Exy, Reviewer and remedy them. The first item that on Shakespeare’s stage for an 

$ (Department of Philosophy) is: “Assumes physical attitude of actress her sex is a liability, not an 
Walter B. Pitkin, Professor of strength and self-confidence.” No. asset; Helen Terry’s discussion of 

eee at Colneabik Pesta 180: ‘Makes gestures gracefully if  pace,—swiftness of thought not of 
of several giienbeokeebeside: Dhe at all.” No. 258: ‘Emphasizes the — speech,—in Rosalind and Beatrice; 
Psycholgy of Happiness, thinks that artistic in dancing if he dances at Robert Tabor on the_killing physi- 
iiGdet een eemhae ae enabled all.’ No. 389: ‘Utilizes tests, cal demands made upon the actor 
man to control both nature’and him- rating scales, and other helpful de- by the part of Romeo; - Maria 
self. And since “the art of living vices in understanding himself and Uspenskaya on the impossibility of 

mi ‘ sHettqnsidadaonmecicnceand improving his adjustments.” The suggesting the speed of Puck by any 
hasidesd Gwe Amentanseorcemuch solemn procession ends with No. bodily motion, are vital comments, 
further along the road to happiness 502. This rating scale is preceded and have been received with grati- 
than Europe, chiefly as a result of by a crude account of the behavior- tude by at least one lover of Shake- 
euromaterialisin’ and our passion for ist pees pa a aE of  speare. A friendly book. 

psychology,” the question iss) Why DICED IS at ae eee a” 
is “not more than one in a thousand” ine oe eee a oa other | 
happy? The answer is that psycho- ings. Recommended to hostesses Manners and Morals 
logical obstacles must first be over- for enlivening the party. eee 

come. In fact, “no well trained f i 
- i Sincerity. By John Erskine. The 

psychologist has ever bothered to . Bobbs-Merrill C i 
gather facts about man’s ascent to A Friendly Book ag yi we Boe 
the realms of joy; therefore Pit- Spl Lea Pa ee foe I aes 
kin aspires to be the Newton of Why Janet Should Read Shakes- (Department of English) 
H SP pere By Norman Hapgood. The Si it d ib h di 

appiness. e y Since it describes the modern 

It is a pity that Pitkin’s analysis ESAS ACRES EM ; scene, this movel does much to 

of the character and conditions of Pror. H. B. Laturop, Reviewer answer a question which must have 
happiness is unoriginal when it is (Department of English) occurred to many readers of The 
not confused or trival. Luckily the Norman Hapgood’s Why Janet Private Life of Helen of Troy and 

greater part of the book is devoted Should Read Shakespere is a book of _ its succeeding trilogy of modernized 
to dissections of personalities real and pleasant essays giving the experience legends: How. much of the pleasant 
imaginary—from Immanuel Kant of a thoughtful, refined, disciplined, _ flavour of those books—for they have 
to Timothy Tubbs, the Blessed observant man in his reading of a certain acid zest—is really due 

Vegetable—that exemplify Pitkin’s Shakespeare (I like the name better to the author’s power in ironical 

theses. What is amusing about these with all the letters in it because it illumination of human nature, and 
sketches is that they are composed looks more noble). Mr. Hapgood has how much to that shock of novelty 
of the most amazing mixture of gathered and reflected on the pas- Which must attend a realistic ex- 
journalese English and current psy- sages in Shakespeare thatcomehome _ hibition of the old heroic stories? 
chological jargon. intimately to the reader, those that The answer is not altogether re- 

Far less debonair but far more have a visionary and evocative assuring. | 
astounding is Master of my Fate, power, those that illustrate the in- Its background a small New : me : 8 : 
by H. T. Manuel, Professor of Edu- dividual characters of his women,. York city in the time of to-day, 
cational Psychology at the Univer- and the like, and has treated each Sincerity is the record of an experi- 
sity of Texas. The aim of this book topic with attractive sincerity and ment in candour. After five years 
is “‘a very practical one—to assist intimacy. Still more, he has brought — of married life Isabel and Winthro y P 2 i mo) §/ DI ) Pp 
in the development of personality together illuminating and significant | Beauvel find themselves, with young 
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Mary Allerton, caught in a triangle sides theory is rightly expected of a and Harrison Smith. Short notices 
of affections and dislikes; and they novel—a moving story, a strong of many of the volumes in this 

decide that their only escape lies evocation of the human scene with — series will appear from time to time 
in adopting an attitude of complete its color, depth, and pathetic im- —inthese columns. Concerning Psycho- 
sincerity. Asa result Isabel goes to portance. Analysis, by Ernest Jones, Professor 
France for a lesson in freedom Husband of the Department of 
destined to last ten years, and Mary (eo Psychology, writes as follows: “A 
takes her place in the home of Win- | short, but reasonably complete ex- 
throp. Together these two flourish | A Novel of Kentucky | position of psycho-analysis by per- 
in another community as philanthro- i a ey eps the “greatest exponent. of this 
pic, respected, and very bored The Great Meadow. By Elizabeth — schoo! among English speaking coun- 
citizens. ‘Then Isabel, her decade Madox Roberts." The Viking Exess: tries. A rather defensive air is de- 
over and the wiser by a somewhat Mr. Rosert L. Suarp, Reviewer tected throughout. The language is 

formal seduction at Nice, comes (Department of English) somewhat less technical than usual, 

back homesick for her husband; Miss Roberts has told in simple, for lay consumption, but at no 
Mary moves out, glad of the escape, graceful prose, a story of the early sacrifice of accuracy, even if possibly 
and the final question rests on the Settlers in Kentucky. The people of depth. The main points, con- 

possibility of Winthrop’s rebellion. jive close to the earth; their lives Stantly put forward, are the pre- 
But the story as such is hesitant, are elemental devoted first to their dominance and power of unconscious 

and serves little more than to il- — gyy preservation; there is an im- Mental processes, repressions and 

lustrate a long essay on manners. A mediate connection between their their outcroppings, and childhood 
familiar clement in Mr. Erskine’s actions and the satisfaction of their impressions. The writer, although 
books has been his fondness for the bodily needs. The women cook obviously a great admirer of Freud, 
Meredithian notion that the in- spin “bear children; the men hunt. does not have quite so strong a 
telligent woman alone can by sweet fight build plant. Yet, though sexual basis. Applications are made 

reasonableness put in order the mainly the satisfaction of instinct to medicine, education, law, and 

muddled affairs of men; and Mary and preparation for the future, it is Teligion.” 
Allerton is here a little in the so- “not only that. Diony Hall, whose “The English Language, by Ernest 
phisticated rdle of Helen and Lil- — jife is told from the time she leaves Weekley,” writes Mr. R. L. Sharp 
ith. But more apparent in this the comparatively sheltered planta- of the Department of English, 
book is the thesis that entire con- tion of her father in Virginia to enter “Fills no special need except, insofar 
dour, if possible, wouldmake humane the rude, unsettled ranks of the as it presents a clear, thorough, and 
relations impossible, that the social Kentucky pioneers until the time accurate account of its subject. The 
fabric must at best be a tissue of her second child is born and her condensation is remarkable; the 
small deceptions,—an observation first husband is restored, finds a author has managed to include not 
sound enough, but how novel the spiritual richness. only asummary of the history of the 
reader must decide for himself. And The author has not tried to give _ language, but also chapters on Makers 
even so, the definition at last may anything like an epic sweep to her _ of English (authors and other word- 
prove confusing, for the author does conception. The thread is thin, the creators) on Pronunciation, and on 
not clearly take sides; rather he characters few. But the flavor of Growth from Within. Numerous 
ends by implying a sort of amused their life—if historically true—is examples make clear what condensa- 
distaste for all his characters the excellently created. Sophisticationis tion makes difficult. 

Fa ena ae subi alee utterly lacking: the very opposite “The process of word-formation 
the question of sincerity much where quality, whatever it may be called— and word-changing can be amusing 
it began. sate : ae primitiveness, instinctive living, na- as well as interesting, possibly be- 

The subject is one fitted for ironi- tural goodness, a direct and un- cause of the surprises when one 
cal treatment, and there is irony perverted expression of the human earns the source of many of his 

in these pages. Yet it is not always being, a freedom and openness— everyday words. Amusing also are 
incisive;—the author’s method of pervades the book in its entirety. such phenomena as the group geni- 
contrasting each bit of conversation The style is highly individual. Its tive (the man who lives across the 

with the speaker’s true afterthought simplicity serves at once the deli-  street’s uncle) and hyper-urbasisms 

produces finally an effect besides cacy of some of Miss Roberts’ (incorrectness due to a zealous 
one of simple amusement. Whether descriptions and the ruggedness of regard for correctness). 
on account of this device, or through _ the life of the people. The phrases “Mr: Weekley stresses the con- 
a lack of idiomatic coloring, or be- hug the matter neatly; there are glomerative aspect and the con- 

cause of too great dependence on a no folds, no surplus passages. The stant assimilative power of English. 
sympathetic awareness in the reader, author seems to be workingdeliber- — y¢ ; ene: f Gneeiae 
the motives described here simply do atel: d artistically with the lan- RISES LO DTOIG An nearly, er eae nee Pe eile Bee ately an rus ip o tae ge American slang; at the same time 

aes : guage to make it fit the subject. he recognizes counter-balancing 
fact that their problem is a common forces” 
and a real one, the Beauvels fall ———————E—E Zs 
away from life and become remote : 

even while they converse about it. eee rs | President Glenn Frank was the 
There is certainly to add that one Teen, ao Sones eho Winer ob themed Derby at the an 

finds here what is rightly expected of A new and altogether admirable nual Gridiron Banquet held March 

the author—a view of life urbane series of little books on a variety of | 22. The derby is awarded to the 

and humourous, a style precise and topics is now being issued by the speaker contributing most to the 

forthright. But one misses what be- publishing house of Jonathan Cape banquet razz fest. 
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Dormitories to be Hall again will be open to women 1. Music appreciation, by hear- 
Open to Alumni during the coming summer session. ing and becoming familiar with 

During Summer Many who were in residence last standard compositions; 
year have already applied to the 2. Singing, by imitation; 

WHEN July comesand the regular Department of Dormitories and _8. Rhythmic training by tap- 
session of the University gives Commons to return this summer. ping, marching, swaying, and clap- 

way to the summer session, the The department has just announced ping to music; si 

ration of men and women students that applications for rooms to- 4. Training in the recognition of 

reverses itself and, as one of the in- gether with a $5 deposit should be the instruments of the orchestra by 

evitable outcomes of the change, the sent in this month and that assign- solo and group demonstration. 

men give way to the greater numbers ments of rooms will be made on The schools, selected by the radio 
of women in matters of housing May Ist. committee mainly for their accessi- 
preference. Men’s houses become Mr. D. L. Halverson, the Direc- bility, are equipped with radio re- 

women’s houses, particularly near tor, has also announced that Miss ceiving sets by radio dealers of the 

the lake. Katherine Huber of Milwaukee will state. 

Previous to the first of the 20 
Ene omy music lessons, the schools were sup- 

; plied with comprehensive mimeo- 
graphed examinations which will 

iacierowesme rane: nee pesmi amaeiieaa ta a test the extent of the musical knowl- REE SAI saeco copes mei, pectin cred e 7 edue 1 Ae cwral wchool childned: 

er Pa GG PEALE Ce aaa, At the end of the 10 weeks the same 
BE oe - Se a: a (ia Beer es test will be repeated and the benefit 
— i eee pie ae i ae derived from the series of lessons 
a seus Bi * bial cadet: fo vigk calculated. 

a : Miss Mary D. Webb, research 
assistant in the School of Education, 

: 3 a ae : aes is in charge of organization of the 
programs. She sends weekly bul- 

THE MEN’S DORMITORIES letins and instruction sheets to 
teachers in the selected schools and 

One of the common—and embar- _ again be the hostess at Adams Hall. will make extensive visitations. 
rassing—experiences for analumnus He will send a booklet and any in- The lessons in current events 
visiting Madison in the summer is formation about the dormitories if | which are broadcast three days a 
for him to be greeted at his frater- a letter is addressed to him at the week are in the nature of explana- 
nity on the lake by a house fullof University. tions of magazines and papers al- 
women. He finds the whole lake shore aa aaie ready studied by the school chil- 
feminized. The men haveretreated University Experiments dren in the sixth, seventh, and 
to the hinter lands—some times to With Radio Education eighth grades. Another group of 30 
the women’s houses. Dane county schools which will not 

The luckiest combination for sum- THIRTY rural schools in Dane receive the broadcast lessons will be 
mer residents at the University is county are included in an ex- given intelligence and information 
probably at the Men’s Dormitories periment unique in educational his- _ tests at the same time as the radio 
below Observatory Hill on the lake- tory of Wisconsin, which involves instructed group, and the value of 
shore where last year the experi- 15-minute radio lessons daily for 10 the experiment to the radio group 
ment was tried of devoting Tripp weeks in music and current events will be computed. The pupils will be 
Hall to men and Adams Hall to over Station WHA, University of given information tests every two 
women. Wisconsin. The project began of three weeks. 

Here both men and women had March 17. a 
the advantages of swimming, canoe- The musical programs are di- . 
ing, playing fields, and hiking, and __ rected by Prof. E. B. Gordon of the Mrs. C. tn Pai 
close proximity to the hill for classes. | University School of Music who is a er Long Illness 
And, one might add, they had each member of the radio research com- DEATH again stalked among the 
other—which is just as important. mittee with Prof. Henry L. Ewbank, prominent graduates of the 

A very interesting self-sufficient speech department, and Prof. John University and this time took Mrs. 
community life grew up during the Guy Fowlkes, School of Education. Charles L. Byron (Ruby Z. Hilde- 
course of the summer. There were About 25 senior women in the brand, ’08), wife of the past presi- 
social evenings with dancing, get- public school music course at the dent of the Alumni Association. 
acquainted parties, and picnics. It university have charge of the musi- Mrs. Byron had been ill for some 
was an ideal kind of summer life; cal instruction each Tuesday and time past and died in a Chicago 

all possible opportunities for recrea- | Thursday from 1 to 1:15 p.m. On hospital recently. 
tion and social life, but in a location Monday, Wednesday, and Friday While in school she was very ac- 

far enough removed from the city at the same hour, current events of tive in dramatics, and the Y. W. C. 

and congested student districts so the day are explained and inter- A., serving as president of the latter 
that quiet quarters for study were preted by professors in the School organization in her senior year. Mrs. 
always at hand. of Education. Byron was educated in Milwaukee 

So popular and so satisfactory The subjects dealt with during schools and married Mr. Byron 
_ was the trial last year that Adams the musical instruction period are: shortly after graduating. 
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Athletics Go Coasting Along 
Winter Season Closes with Badger Teams in First Division; 

Track Teams Hopes to Win Laurels Outdoors 

ITH the winter sport season with a third in his favorite event. and Tanaka of the present squad 

W over and the outdoor events Bausch of Kansas and Paul of graduated. Shaffter, Long, Chizek, 

in the offing, Badger teams Armour took first and second. Meyer, and Thompson will be back 

have reached what might well be This meet concluded the indoor _ to rebuild the 1931 squad. 
termed the doldrum season. season, and Coach Jones is now 5 

The indoor track team covered pointing his men towards repeating Wrestling 
itself with glory by taking the indoor their championship performance at Coach Hitchcock’s wrestling 
conference meet at Minneapolis in a the conference outdoor meet at squad managed to garner a pair of 
handy manner. The basketball Evanston. The recent addition of | seconds in the Big Ten wrestling 
squad after its highly successful Mayer, a javelin thrower of no mean meet at Champaign on March 15. 

season has now ability, should help bring in a few — Stetson, 135 pounder, and Hammer, 
turned its thoughts ; much needed points when the season _—‘155 pounder were eliminated in the 
to other sports. The ve. rolls around. Competition in the finals in overtime bouts. Michigan 

swimming, fencing, ‘eA conference is going to be plenty stiff | captured most of the first places with 
wrestling, hockey + however, and it would be foolish Illinois closely following. 
and gym teams y to even venture a guess on the out- é 
have all completed : : come. Gymnastics 

their season and © , 5 i i In mnastics and fencing the 
are now looking for } Swimming lack SE Gate handicapped Coach 
new worlds to con-  — Placing second in the 160 yard  Masely to an enormous extent. 
quer in new lines. 7 ee relay and fourth in the breast stroke — However, with Hayward and Kraut 

After the sensa- { © gm Coach Joe Steinauer’s natators fin- as a nucleus, he managed to squeeze 
tional victoryinthe ~— y oo ished in a tie for fifth place in the out a fifth place in the Conference 
conference indoor i conference swimming meeton March meet. The fencing team lost all of 
the Badger track ay 15. Northwestern took the meet its matches. At the start of the 
team proved to be a with Michigan a close second. season the fencing outlook was ex- 
somewhat of a dis- (q The week following the Badgers ceedingly bright, but ineligibilities 
appointment to | were defeated by Michigan in alop- took the toll of every one of the 
many of its follow- sided meet, 68-13. The Wolves were veterans and a squad of rookies was 
ers at the Illinois a in top form and took an early lead all that remained to work with. 
relays on March 15. a when they However, with these men returning 
When the final tal- “She tied the Na- | next year and a fair squad of fresh- 
lies were made, the ~™  ™@ tional Inter- | z man gymnasts to pick from, Masley 
Badgers had two FALLOWS collegeiate | iia! hopes to turn out a better team next 
seconds, two thirds, record in the | i ] season. 
and one forth to their credit. 200 yard re- | eee 7 Baseball 

In the shuttle hurdle relay the lay. The great J é 4 
Wisconsin quartet finished fourth, strength of | vei) _ With but five letter men return- 
being nosed out by Iowa, lowa State the Michigan 7 ing, Coach Lowman will have a hard 
and Ohio State. The one mile relay team is easily | : job rounding out a baseball team 

team finished third behind Missouri | shown by the that will be of championship caliber. 
and Michigan. In this race the fact that the | , a Farber, pitcher, Matthusen, third 

Badgers won their heat, but their Badgers did | 4 base, Ellerman, second base, Winer 
time was 2 and 2-10 seconds slower not place — e and Mittermeyer, outfielders are 
than the winning Missouri team’s. above thirdin — 1: the veterans around whom the rest 
The four mile relay team proved any event. baa ' a of the squad will be built. Sommer- 

better than the other two and an- All in all pea ee field, Poser, and Lusby will probably 
nexed a second place. The winning — the season has receive the first call to assist Maury 
Penn team set a new carnival record been only par- , Farber in the hurling duties. The 
in this race and the Badgers were tially success- Ls remainder of the squad will remain 

close on their heels at the finish. ful. After tak- more or less in doubt until after the 
In the individual events, Shaw, ing meets CAPT. LANG spring training trip when the value 

the sophomore high jumper, found from Minne- of the men under fire can be de- 
going pretty stiff and was nosed out sota and Chi- termined. 
of first place by Nelson of Butler. cago, the team fell prey to the As usual, the inclement weather 
Nelson’s heighth was 6:4 while championship Northwestern aggre- has forced the squad to limit its drill 
Shaw cleared the bar at 6:3 3%. gation. Once again ineligibility to the Gym annex. Coach Lowman 

Here is a man whom alumnishould wrecked what chances there were of _ had anticipated getting on the field 
watch, for altho only a sophomore success. Sixteen men on the squad in the last week of March, but the 

he has yet to taste defeat in a con- were lost at the close of the first severe cold and snow made this im- 
ference meet. Sammy Behr, the left semester. Next year will find Capt. possible. In all probability the first 
handed shot putter, came through Lange, Winsey, Von Maltitz, Davis (Continued on page 287) 
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This and Th & €|| About the Facult 1s an at i) Y, out the Faculty 
[aay 7 

Pror. W. H. Twenhofel of the de- Ms, theater of serious drama supported 

partment of geology at the Uni- 1 Aes Z AS by Americans as Americans now 
veristy of Wisconsin will make a Cpe BY he Gy \ support the lighter, lively art of the 
lecture tour of the Southwest early Gig gu) ge moving picture, which is produced as 
in April to discuss the origin and ic Ss e a business commodity rather than 
constitution of limestone in related as a piece of art. 
rocks, and the influence of climate aie : Seat 

: : ; Profs. John L. Gillinand Glenn T. 3 
end oer bby (One Ger non. Trewartha, will be members of the Pror. C. J. Anderson, director of 

ce err * University of Southern California the School of Education, was re- 
Proressor and Mrs. C. K. Leith arnien Ree Pacilive brotecsor cently elected first vice-president of 

have just returned to Madison after Gilli ill léct Nin ee ee ss the Southern Wisconsin Teachers’ 
a five months’ trip around the world. pairing pone Cees: eubienis Association. 

See aan ono nee which he teaches here, while Pro- a 
ey fessor Trewartha will assume charge Despre the modesty of Prof. L. R. 

ed of a course in’the geography of the Jones of the plant pathology depart- 
o. Far East. ment, some of his friends recently 

Se 
aa og ay Pror. and Mrs. F. H. Elwell have nH; a 

4 left the University for an extended \ a 
t ; # cruise of South America and Cen- i Ae ame 

a aw Fe ia 4 ie 
em ‘ oS a be oa coe ie 3 oe 

; Ry ca 
: 5 =a i en es re ee a 4s Se 5 he 
Ji a ae _ ee om _& pe — sy A : eae 

C. K. LEITH : - eg 
— i. Sous 

neering Congress held in Tokio under 5 | ig 
the auspices of the Japanese Govern- nS 
ment. Professor Leith presented a ais aa 7 ae 
paper on The World’s Iron Ores. pe et 
Afterwards he investigated various y L. R. JONES 
mineral districts in Eastern Asia, F. H. ELWELL : 
Particularly in Manchuria and In- eee that the a anaes 
dia. ‘. ate : ae as in Vermont was named for him. 

og aoe wal Amgen Pte Elwell wil newspaper report had dowd 
Tue John Simon Guggenheim Me- University of California this sum- Ce Ce a aaa 

morial Foundation has recently an- mer, and return to Madison in early Convery Loistate forestry, and 
nounced the selection of three Wis- time for the opening of the fall ses- that Vermont has honored him in 
consin professors as recipients of sion. this ae for his efforts to promote 
their fellowships for the coming ee in the Green mountain 
year. state. 
" Prof. Eugene Byrne of the His- WATCHING a moving picture, one is In 1912, about two years after 
tory department will make a study merely a “do-nothing participant,” Jones left Vermont to come to Wis- 
of the commercial customs and temporarily hypnotized by new  consin, the L. R. Jones state forest 
practices of the Middle ages. His scenes, new people, and their old  wasestablished near Plainfield. Over 
work will be done in the southern problems, Prof. W. C. Troutman, 124,400 board feet of spruce and fir 
part of France and in Italy. of the University theater told the timber was cut from it last year. 

Dr. Helen C. White of the English | Madison Real Estate board recently. 
department will complete her work “Before the screen, one becomes 
on the mystical elements in English another person, identifying oneself “Tue University of Wisconsin is 
religious poetry of the 17th Century. with the persons on the screen, and one of two or three of the most for- 

Dr. H. C. Berkowitz of the in so far as you are made to forget _—_ ward, most original of institutions of 
Spanish department will make a your own problems so far do you higher learning in the country,” 
study of the life of Benito Perez say the picture is good,” Prof. Trout- stated Fletcher S. Brockman while 
Glados and his influence in the field man declared. addressing the annual religious con- 
of Spanish life and letters. He pleaded for a living creative vocation. 
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Try 
° Sertich Badgers in Aart «fg! the News 

; S AN hh hy, 
SY Ze Hy FN 

Mining Company Chooses y VA Y ZN Gr at the home of the late Charles H. 
aie " 5 f VT | = i 

Badger for President 1 é VES] Van Hise, former president of the 
Yp' Ge , VEY yx University of Wisconsin, testified as 

LE ROY SALSICH, ’01, was re- Mit iE Ve FS Yif to his vigilance at social functions. 
cently elected president of the 7 Senator E. J. Roethe of Fenni- 

Oliver Iron Mining company of more and a number of his legisla- 
Duluth, Minnesota. Mr. Salsich, Sarg’ of Wisconsin for his hobby of | ture colleagues who had been in- 
who has been vice-president since making and manipulating mario- ited to a social function at the 

July 1, 1928, when William J. Ol- nettes at campus social functions. Van Hise home were refused ad- 
cott resigned the presidency and Barnard, 17, is a freshman, and mittance by Butts because they 
new officers were elected, isa gradu- _ hopes to matriculate in law. came in informal dress. They 
ate of the college of engineering at It is possible that even Norman’s _ gained entrance only after the host 
the university in 1901. graduation will not disturb the himself pleaded their case. 

Upon graduation he started as Baker majority, for Ann, now in aaiaeaeERian 
mining engineer with the Lake Su- high school, may enroll at Wiscon- Lora Palmer Celebrates 
perior Consolidated Mines on the — sin ina few years. With New York Position 
iron range. Since the inclusion of SOs 

that firm in the United States Steel Benny Butts, Old Campus MISS LORA PALMER, ’21, cele- 
corporation he has been employed Figure, Passes Away brated Lincoln’s birthday by 
by the Oliver Iron Mining company assuming her duties as assistant to 
in practically all capacities up to the BENNY BUTTS, 80, negro mes- the manager of the American Wom- 
presidency. He was born in Hart- senger at the state historical en’s association clubhouse. The 
Wis. He attended the gradeschools library for thirty years and a per- American Women’s association is 
in Hartland andthe East and South sonal friend of Wisconsin governors __ one of the largest and most influen- 
high schools in Milwaukee. tial clubs in the world, its clubhouse 

——__ ae housing 1,250 women in addition to 

Baker Family Proves ao Sw — e >| providing sapere every sort of 
’ fo 2 | _ convenience and activity. 

They’re Loyal Badgers | 2.5 oe 7 Since going to New York last 
ATTENDING the university sim- a 2s 7 |__| October, Miss Palmer has been con- 

ultaneously four brothers in a oo ia = ©. |__| nected with the Schrafft Restau- 

Milwaukee family are upholding be = oe ay rants taking an intensive course in 
parental standards at the Uni- i - ae : ro food training. For the three years 

versity of Wisconsin. Peo aN | ii a. previous she was in direct charge 

This is one of the few instances in ee — of housing and feeding 550 college 

the history of the institution that ae . y P , ad boys at the University of Wiscon- 

four brothers have been enrolled at | mt . _—_'| __ sin under the Department of Dor- 
the same time. ; ~ 7 = mitories and Commons. 

The brothers are Norman, Henry, ae a. Miss Palmer became interested in 

Everett and Barnard Baker, sons of ae V4 institutional management while a 
Norman L. Baker, Milwaukee at- a A student at the University of Wis- 
torney, who was graduated from the , consin where she served as assistant 
law school in 1895. 3 business manager of the French 

Although the four boys attended club while working for her degree. 
the same grade school and high Having specialized in French, 
school, they never before have at- however, she started as a teacher, 
tended the same school at the same going to Hibbing, Minn., the center 
time. It is probable that they will be BENNY BUTTS of the iron range country, as French 
here next year, as Norman, the instructor in the Junior college 

eldest, has another year in the law _ for the last forty years, died at his there. Returning to the University 
school before graduation. Barnard, home in Madison on March 7. of Wisconsin, she joined the French 
the youngest, is a first semester When a boy, Butts ran away from department staff for a year and a 
freshman. The boys admit that the Petersburg, Va., and was adopted half as instructor, and then set sail 
advice of their father was a large as mascot by the Fifth Wisconsin for Paris to learn the language at 
factor in the decision to attend the _ battery of the union army. Taken first hand. 
state university. to Wisconsin, he became a personal On her return she spent a season 

The boys are all active in univer- servant to Wisconsin governors. as assistant to the manager of the 
sity circles. Norman, 23, is a mem- Years ago he opened a barber shop Indian Hill Golf club at Winnetka, 
ber of Phi Alpha Delta, legal fra- in Madison and numbered among _III., work she found so much to her 
ternity, Scabbard and Blade, and many public figures in his clientele, _ satisfaction that she deserted teach- 
the ‘““W” club. Henry, 21, became a the late Robert M. La Follette. ing to go back once more to the Uni- 
member of Phi Eta Sigma, scholastic Butts was greatly in demand for versity of Wisconsin to enter the 
fraternity, in his sophomore year. special service at receptions and Department of Dormitories and 
Everett, 19, is called the “Tony the story of his service as butler Commons. 
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DeWitt Poole Named On letters, that describe the experiences gorean gymnasium and the Uni- 
Princeton Advisory Board and the country through which the _ versity of Athens in his native land, 

‘ traveler has passed: where he studied French, Spanish, 
DE WITT CLINTON POOLE “IT am located somewhere in Su- Latin, Greek, Italian and German. 

has been appointed resident matra, it makes no difference where, About two months ago he took 
member of the advisory board of the because the places I haunt have the _ the job of censoring all the incoming 
Princeton school of public and inter- special trick of keeping from maps and outgoing foreign language cor- 
national affairs, establishment of and public places. After your letter  respondence of prisoners in the state 
which was announced recently. got off the stern-wheeler of a river penitentiary at Waupun. He trans- 

Mr. and Mrs. Poole are now in boat some 100 kilometers from here, lates and censors every letter which 

America, Mr. Poole having resigned it got into one of my canoes. I am is sent to or from a prisoner, taking 

his post as counselor of the Ameri- operating a fleet of seven canoes out those things which violate the 
can embassy at Berlin, which post now, because we are pretty near to prisoner’s rules of correspondence. 
he has held since 1927, to accept the where this big river begins and other Only family affairs, private busi- 
Princeton school appointment. He boats are quite impossible. I ness of an innocent nature, and love 
held the post of consul-general at traveled in this canoe for about 50 letters are permitted to go through 
Tientsien, China, for several years. kilometers and then came over a the prison mails. It is the duty of 

: trail that Ihave just finished cutting. Mr. Anasis to cut out anything 
“You must have gathered by now written against another prisoner, 

that I am sitting somewhere out in against the prison management, in 
te ajungle camp. “Tis quite true, and regard to prison conditions, or 
= = I am all alone except for a mess of against the government. 
a coolies who happen to be in my On an average he censors about 35 

. ie tent, and I am eating my soup in letters each week, receiving his 
5 es spite of the smell of them, and mixed bundles of mail from the prison 

a % with a few sacks of rotten dried fish —_ semi-weekly. 
x under my table. After all, they —— 

eal smell much the same as South KE, A. Gilmore Appointed 
. : American peons or Indians, but 

~~ these birds sure smoke a terrible Iowa Law School Dean 
%, by brand of tobacco. F,\UGENE A. GILMORE vice 
ee “This region here is full of ele- ‘governor and secretary of public 

phants and tigers and things. I will instituitons in the Philippine is- 
" shoot one of those Jumbos with a set lands, on leave of absence from the 

of big ivories on him, and thenI will University, has been appointed dean 
be satisfied, I hope. Now they con- of the University of Iowa college of 

| gregate around the rivers and would law. 
b be easy to get. But anything less than 

a three-inch gun for hunting is apt to ; a ceaeaeaenimemeeeannae 
DEWITT POOLE be suicide.” ] = et ope oe 

See a t | ae 
The purpose of the new school is a : Ae oN > 

to train young men for public life When Foreign Language ; Cs ada) y Be B 
and to impart to them the funda- Requirements Really Pay ( ey Be 
mentals of citizenship, it was an- ; Penn Ate ean > a 
nounced by Prerdont John G. Hib- en ae unin. oe ae =a ae 2 y 
ben, Princeton. one year, thus adding a seventh SS 

is tongue to his linguistic accomplish- ss 2 
Athlete Turns to i pre See po 

Jungle for Thrills That boy is Steve Anasis, now a 
WALTER K. LINK, °25, ge- graduate student at the university. 

ologist with the Dutch Colo- | When he came to the United States 
nial Petroleum company, and also six years ago he didn’t know a word E. A. GILMORE 

a ““W” member of the 1924 cham- of English. He immediately entered 
pionship cross-country squad, re- a high school at Fond du Lac, Gilmore, 58, was acting governor 
cently sent a thrilling account of his studied English and citizenship, and of the Philippine islands in 1927 and 
jungle adventures to John Berg- within a year had fully mastered the 1928. He is now in Washington, D. 
stresser, director of the graduate tongue. C., and will assume his duties here 
bureau of records. After another year in the high assoon as he is released from the 

Mr. Link, who has been traveling — school he came to Madison to enter _ federal service, probably about June 
for the foreign service for the past the university, electing to study ~~ 1. 
five years, is at the present time in political science and international The new dean, a graduate of De 
the jungles of Java cutting his way problems, in preparation for his Pauw and Harvard universities, 
through the forest to the mountain chosen work in the diplomatic will succeed the late Henry Craig 
divide. After crossing this divide he service. Jones, who died last fall. He has 

will descend to the the Indian ocean. Aiding him in his rapid mastery of | served on law faculties of Cali- 
The following paragraphs are English was an immense knowledge fornia, Chicago and Columbia as 

some of the excerpts from Mr. Link’s of languages acquired in the Pytha- _ well as Wisconsin. 
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Adopt Selecting candidates for progressing rapidly. Installation DKE’S The Wisconsin chapter of 
Point campus positions open to will take place either this week or Petition Delta Kappa Epsilon has 
System women by means of a point next. Books will continue to be Society sent a petition for admis- 
system is the new method which has gathered from collections all over sion to Theta Kappa Nu, honorary 
been formulated by the executive the campus for several months. scholastic fraternity, similar to Phi 
committee of Keystone council, a Beta Kappa in its aims, but which 

body which is composed of the Se admits to membership fraternities 
presidents of all campus organiza- piers hall instead of individuals, it was an- 
tions. Lathrop The eee Aisa e nounced by Paul A. Lytle, ’30, presi- 

The point system has been drawn —apandoned * > SOC, Center for dent of the Rho Delta chapter of 
up to meet the need for regulation of : women will be discon-  Hejta Kappa Epsilon. 
activities, so that the burden of im- tinued following the action of the Theta Kappa Nu was established 
portant offices will not rest on a few Union council in voting to abandon at Brown university in 1926. Six 
students. and turn it back to the regents. chapters are at the present time in 

No woman student may be eligible Lathrop parlors have been main- existence, at Cornell, Stanford, Col- 
for more than eight points of activity tained in the past by the Union as a gate, Hamilton, Boston Tech, and 
work. Each major activity will be  ecreational center for women. The —‘Tyjane. The national headquarters 
rated at five points, according to the action of the council is the result of oF the organization are located in 
new system. Major activities in-  &7 experiment begun last September — New York, 
clude the women’s editor of The in concentrating women’s social ac- At present no fraternity on the 
Daily Cardinal, president of Y. W. _ livites in the Union building rather Wisconsin campus belongs to Theta 
GW. WA: AS and W.-SeG: AY than dividing them in two buildings. Kappa Nu. 

The position of president of a so- A statistical survey made last oii 
cial sorority will also be considered | Week showed that the number of is “Th 1eGoa th 
as five points, and that of president _$it/s_using the parlors is now only ConHaue b © alle muon Bas LOE 
of a professional sorority as three one-half as great as the number last Resto een illed and it will 

points. Other activities will be rated Year at the same time. gies ano pe ult Ucar belp 
from one to four points, and are This action was recommended by 1 said Regent Meta Berger of the 

listed on a chart drawn up by the the Women’s Affairs committee of ee Onan youl ea 
Keystone committee. which Marie Orth, ’30, is chairman, the university’s official approval 

who declared that there now was no _ from those Madison rooming houses 
a esiis—$ further use of the rooms. which discriminate against members 

Students How university students : of certain races. : 
Spend spend more than $9,000,- oir Mr. Grady, who is chairman of 
Millions 999 annually in the city 7 the committee, asked for more 
of Madison is told by Stanley GC. How to The department of horti- time, which, of course, I gave him,” 
Eianieecncalcecular ew ocho nesnes ee culture sponsored a Short — shecontinued, “but the resolution is 

just issued. This amount does not ‘Course in’ tree’ trimming, still alive.” 
include the sums spent by summer March 11 to 14, in cooperation with Mrs. Berger stressed that she in- 
school students the Wisconsin Utilities association tended to work as diligently as pos- 

The eiealar recents eucannre and the Wisconsin State Telephone sible towards the acceptance of her 
hensive view of financial, industrial association. -<Theteolirse ‘was espe resolution by the board. “She reiter- 
rae yi fare NTA ie Oe enacts cially intended for the linemen of ated that the university, as a demo- 

that more than $19,000,000 is spent telephone, electric light and power cratic institution, could not afford to 

annually by state capitol employees. companies, and municipal employes sanction racial prejudice. 
university employees, and university having charge of streets. 4 eS ? resolution was ia 
: . ; ie uced at the January session of the 
a ii of the city is pre- ae board in face of the publicity re- 

sented through the following figures: Rifty-one eitty one a faTIbaye: PIs ake lr eno ae 

The population has increased 55 Short Course pearly all of them Gonlen chercad that het apelex: 
per cent from 1920 to 1930. : Graduates from Wisconsin, were besa oe 

There has been an increase of 89 Z ( ion for a room in the hall had been 
; granted graduation certificates by accepted and was rejected after the 

ae Seed - telephones. President Glenn Frank on March 14, proprietors discovered her to be of 
Bi ae so has the aad num at the 45th annual graduation ex- Jewish extraction. 

~ ber of phones per capita of any city —ercises of the Short. Course of the 
in the world. es Wisconsin College of Agriculture. Sa e 

ae cera More than 80 per cent of the boys = Madison Since March 4, 1856, when 
A New A new geography de- will go back to the home farm, ac- Doubles _ the village of Madison was 
Geography partment library is in cording to V. E. Kivlin, director of _ in Size granted a charter and be- 
Library the course of construc- the short course, where they will came a city, the limits of the city 
tion in 217 Science hall, Prof. W. H. work either as partners with their have more than doubled while the 
Twenhofel announced recently. fathers, or will take over the entire various city departments such as 
When complete the new library will management of the home farm. schools, city administration, and in- 
have over 15,000 volumes. These Some of them have secured positions dustry have reached metropolitan 
books are being collected from all through the college to act as herds- _ proportions. 
the rooms in the building and from men, managers of farms, or work as The city had only four wards at 
the university library. Part of the official testers for the dairymen of first. The number has been in- 
equipment is here, and the work is the state. (Continued on page'304) 
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With the al |) Badger Clubs 
“«Sit together, listen together, sing together, YY 730 NEN al Jy eat together, and you'll work together’” a L WA Y . 

Quaker City Hear cane a | Miss Harriett Hoi uaker City Hears ‘ll COE 5 cut by Miss Harriett Hoile of the 
Holt on Founders’ Day Te | ee Chicago Opera Company Ballet. 

FXPERIMENTAL College, New oe 
Field House, New Dormitories, officers were elected. President, J. The speaker at the luncheon on 

Athletics, Memorial Union or what Burton Cardiff; Vice-President, Har- | February 21st was Mr. Gail Borden, 
have you? The Wisconsin Alumni 91d Konnak; Secretary, Kenneth Dramatic Critic for the Chicago 
Association of Philadelphia heard of Sarles; and Treasurer, Miss Dorothy Illustrated Times. Mr. Borden’s 

these and more following a Founders French. topic was ““The Moral Influence of 
Day dinner at the Penn Athletic Mr. Konnak then acting as toast- the Theatre—If Any.’ The answer 
Club on Feb. 26. Immediately master introduced President Frank to the question remained unsolved 
following the dinner Mr. Lou Young, who was the principle speaker of the but an interesting discussion fol- 
Director of Athletics at the Univer- evening; his subject was the “Uni- lowed the topic. 
sity of Pennsylvania, told of the sity’s Task.” The President’s talk Doc Meanwell and the Wisconsin 
coming athletic events between was received with great enthusiasm Basketball squad were entertained 
Penn and Wisconsin. These inter- by some 150 alumni and friends. by the Alumni at a theatre party on 
sectional contests are naturally of The president defined his “new the evening of February 23rd. The 
exceptional interest to the Wisconsin —_|iberalism’” as the spirit of scien- party was so successful that the boys 
alumni residing in and near Phil- tific research which first finds the left for Champaign in good spirits 
adelphia. i : facts, second, impartially seeks the and what they did to Illinois is past 

After Mr. Young’s brief remarks meaning of these facts, and third, _ history. 
Mr. Frank Holt, Registrar at the follows them through, irregardless Several interesting luncheon meet- 
University, told of the many changes of the desires of private groups de- ings are being arranged for March 
and new developments which have sirous of self-gain. under the direction of our able 
recently taken place at our Alma In speaking of the finances of the luncheon chairman, Bill Ross 717. 
Mater and of the things which are —_yniversity, which recently have met _—_ All Wisconsin Alumni in Chicago or 
planned for the immediate future. so much opposition in legislative who may be visiting the city are 
We feel especially favored in-having circles at the capitol, President cordially invited. The place is 
heard Mr. Holt for he not only Frank said that the university today _Maillard’s Restaurant in the Straus 

brought us up to date concerning is being administered as soundly and Building and the date____ each 
things “back home” but also aroused as economically as any other public — Friday noon at 12:30. 
within us that old pep and enthus- enterprise in the state of Wisconsin. J. O. Merrit, 
iasm of which we had so much in Legislatures, he said, would best Vice-President. 

bai sone sn confine their investigations for pos- BE teat Pah 
New ollicers were elected lor the sible budget cuts to the cla * 

coming year after which we ad- rather han the business office at the Goodnight Addresses 
journed until our next meeting school, because it is in the class- The Marshfield Club 
oe be a picnic sometime ee economies may be A BIRDSEYE viewpoint of the 

Beer asee Ee lanes Discussin University of Wisconsin was 
g the recent current of . a 

Secretary-Treasurer. + opinion in the state that claimed the %V°™ A Ee Ia : : aay the university by Scott H. Good- 
university was becoming an insti- night, dean of men, at a dinner and 

Prexy Talks at Racine tution of “rich men’s sons,” wastrels program fold.ou Wiarchols: 

Reorganization Meeting 24 _ loafers, the president cited The dean -discussed university 
figures, showing that 26 per cent of affairs fromeathletncesto the ne ete gansta: M pro: THE University of Wisconsin Club the students in the college of letters —_jgins of the dean of men in a manner 

at Racine held a banquet on and science, agriculture, and engi- that was both interesting and en- 
March 19th at the Hotel Racine. neering were self-supporting. lightening. He began his talk by 

The purpose of the meeting was the si telling of athletics and praised the 
reorganization of the alumni in the Qhicago Has Interesting work of the school in the develop- 

city. Meetings —As Usual ment of intramural sports. He dis- 
Mr. Herman Egstad, general sec- cussed the advisory system now in 

retary of the Alumni Association, THE Founders’ Day luncheon on vogue and declared it superior to 
opened the meeting by speaking February 14th was the outstand- the old system. Eight professional 
briefly about the purpose of organ- ing event for the Chicago Alumni advisors are available at all times, 
izing and expressed his hope of see- during the month of February. whereas under the old system, pro- 
ing a live and active alumni group in Prof. E. B. Gordon of the Music  fessors who were more interested in 
Racine. Department was the principle research and teaching often gave 

Mr. Geo. Gates then took charge speaker and told us some interesting but prefunctorily of their time to 
of the meeting and presented a slate news of recent developments at the young students seeking advice. 
of officers as submitted by a nom- University. An added attraction The experimental college was 
inating committee. A unanimous was a large birthday cake with the taken up in due course and the dean 
ballot was cast and the following proper number of candles which was __ professed no decided opinions on the 
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subject. He said that approximately “In fact,’ he said, “I believe a long past the midnight hour before 
one-third of the students who came football game adds something to our anyone was willing to stop. 
to the ‘hill’? from the experimental American life, as it offers those at- Some matters of local interest 

college went on probation at theend tending a chance to effervesce— were discussed more or less in- 
of the first semester of work under similar, ina way, tothe effervescence formally. Officers for the ensuing 
regular conditions. Another third of champagne, if I may use that year were elected as follows: Pres- 
were doing mediocre work; and an- word.” ident, John H. Gabriel, ’87; Vice- 
other third were doing superior work. One of the big problems confront- president, Paul V. Hodges, ’24; 
He said if he were to venture an opin- ing a large university, he said, is to Secy.-Treas., A. F. Krippner, ’04. 
ion, it would be that the experimen- obtain intimacy between individual The treasurer reported the organ- 
tal college was a splendid place for students and their teachers, or be- ization as being solvent, but with 
superior students. tween the individual student and only a nominal surplus. The mem- 

The problems of the dean of men those who are taking leading parts bership seemed to think this en- 
were discussed informally and in in campus activities, campus life, couraging in the face of the present 
generalities. Not until requested to and campus thought. financial depression. 
discuss the “snooping” charges made The university, he said, is making Those who recall those halcyon 
against him when he was accused of steady progress in providing fields days when Bill Spencer sang the 
“spying” on a young couple, did he and equipment for intramuralsports, leading roles and major parts in the 
touch upon that subject, and then it between 600 and 800 boystakingpart Glee Club performances will ap- 
was with the understanding that his in football games last fall. George preciate that he had no difficulty 
remarks would not be made public. Little, director of athletics, is giving in leading the crowd in a group 
In this connection, he said that Pro- his personal attention to those activ- of favorite Wisconsin songs. The 
fessor Leonard who took issue with ities, he said. height of artistry attained by these 
him, had not accused him of ‘“‘snoop- Although the university is getting thirty blending, harmonious voices 
ing” but that that phrase was man- along in years, Prof. Pyre said, the _ was little short of the excellence of 
ufactured by the newspapers. blood of youth streams through its college days. Then came bridge— 

The speaker was introduced by activities. There always is some- hard fought, determined bridge—as 
O. W. Rewey, president of the thing new and different on the Wis- played by the serious and well in- 
Marshfield alumni association, who —_consin campus, he declared. formed. To win honors in a field of 
presided as toastmaster. Edward G. E. Heebink, city engineer, was such worthy exponents of Work 
Kalsched, accompanied at the piano elected president; Robert T. Ed- was in itself sufficient reward, but 

by his sister, Miss Garnet Kalsched, — wards waselected vice president, and material prizes had been provided. 
played several violin selections, and Miss Daisy Chapin, secretary and These went to Mrs. C. E. Bronson, 
Mrs. Marian Conner Rhyner pleased treasurer. Burton E. James, the re- winning lady, and to Major “Ham” 

the members of the club with three _ tiring president,presided, and intro- _ Barry, the most skillful manipulator 
soprano solos. duced Prof. Pyre. among the men. Clifford Mills, 

. PRT aT ce G a Regent of the University of Col- 
Beloit Alumni Recall orado, was awarded the booby prize. 

Old Times at Dinner Denver Alumni He says he didn’t deserve it. Well, 

BELorr alumni of the University Hold Enthusiastic we dunno. : 
of Wisconsin assembled on March Bridge Session Delicious refreshments, both in 

21, at the Hotel Hilton for din- abundance and in appetizing form, 
ner and to try out their voices for S AID W. A. “Bill” Spencer, ’14, | rounded out a pleasant and delight- 

next fall’s football games and to re- to his charming wife: ‘May, ful evening. Our host and hostess 
call old times. Approximately 80 now that we are all moved in ‘n’ have our sincere gratitude for pro- 
alumni were present. settled in our fine new home what- Viding for us this opportunity for 

Prof. J. F. A. Pyre, former gridiron  du-u-say we have the Wisconsin the renewal and continuance of our 
hero of the Cardinal, and now pro- bunch in for a soiree some Saturday Wisconsin friendships. 

fessor of English was the speaker. night. We’ll put the youngsters to A. F. Krippner, 
Prof. Pyre recalled that in 1905 bed early an .72).). =. “Cheek Secretary. 

and 1906 there was a general reform and double check!!’’ came the hearty Tap eT 

wave sweeping over the country in Okeh from the comptroller of Bill’s Chicago Alumnae Give 
regard to athletics. During those domestic affairs. “‘Let’s make it Benefit Bridge Party 
years, he said, football rules were Saturday night—March the 8th— : 
changed and a start was made on and we'll let the whole outfit in on MeRE than one hundred alumnae 
what is termed the modern game. some music, a few rubbers of bridge and friends attended the an- 

Athletics are again being scrut- and plenty of good eats. Ill get nual benefit bridge of the Chicago 
inized, he said, this time, not be- Helen Barry to help.” Alumnae Club on Saturday, March 
cause of the alleged brutality of the Promptly things began to hum 22nd at Marshall Field’s. Mrs. Fred 
game, but because of the spectacle and buzz in preparation for the big Rye was Chairman of the arrange- 
that results from great masses of event. ment committee. A feature of the 

persons attending the football games. When the thirty Wisconsinites afternoon was a style show under 
Prof. Pyre declared he did not see arrived the appointments were de- the auspices of Marshall Field & Co. 
anything to be greatly alarmed lightfully complete. The cordial The proceeds of this party consti- 
about regarding the numbers of welcome by host and hostess at once _ tutes the annual gift of the club to 
persons attending these games, as created an atmosphere of a large some department of the University. 
everything has grown compared happy family quite at home. So we Rutu LinpstTRoM ; 
with some years ago. got off to a running start, and it was Secretary 
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Ze =) Vf 
° A BS eee ZL) With the @ie2 Badger Sports 

Metcalfe to Lead ais oe teges were participating in the con- 
1931 Hockey Team pat S Ef ference track meet. It seems that 

RS aE oz Bill has a habit of wearing an outfit 
“BILL” Metcalfe, star defense a ad a 1<_ which includes a white apron. An 

man on the Wisconsin hockey ed wa eS - official of the meet, seeing the white- 
sextet, was elected captain of the aproned gent yelling and cheering 
1930-31 Badger pucksters at the fois b at the Badger athletes, went up to 
close of the annual banquet for the the finals in ice hockey, moved into an usher or bouncer and mest 

hockey team. first place. E : : inappreciatively shouted ““‘Why 
Metcalfe is a junior in the univer- Delta Theta Sigma did well in don’t they make that gent get back 

sity. This was his first year on the both lines of competition and, al- io selling his peanuts rather than 
varsity and right at the beginning of | though forced to vacate first place jetting him howl the roof off the 
the season his sterling play won him in favor of the Sig Phi Ep’s, remains _ yyjlding.” 
a regular position. Throughout the in second within striking distance GOs Spel 

year his game at defense was bril- oo apo! ap rae Meiklejohn Elected 
igma Chi, by winning the frater- : : 

nity basketball crown, jumped nine Tennis Squad Captain 
see F positions to put themselves in eighth DN Meiklejohn, retiring hockey 
o place. This was the biggest hop co-captain, was elected to head 

made by any of the teams towards the Badger tennis team at a pre- 
the leadership. DeltaChiand Theta season meeting. A total of five 
Delta Chi both took big hops in the veterans reported at the meeting to 

ay opposite direction, each mov- indicate that the major part of this 
a ) fp ing down 11 places in the — year’s team will be experienced. 

- < standings. 
ae How long the teams will re- om 

| — a main in the positions they are es {| 
’ in at present is a matter of ; > | 

4 much conjecture. The bowl- es § 
; ing race is nearly over with Pi ad | 

: Kappa Alpha, Acacia, Phi Kappa, lata Y 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and Delta fee 

: Kappa Epsilon looming as favorites “11s he 
in the order named. Of those named 4M’ we 

, only four can enter the finals. el & fg 
Water polo and wrestling are also : a co 

progressing while the free throwing : tag -_ 
contest will soon take place. After aL 

METCALFE these sports come the host of inter- a V — 
fraternity spring activities so that Pe 3] ] 

liant and against Minnesota he any team with more than 100 points oa | 
showed unheard of courage by play- still has a chance to replace Theta ti 
ing the entire 80 minutes of the game Chi as possessors of the highly 4 ! _— 
which went through two overtime coveted Badger Bowl. | og “ pe 

eriods. i — _ et 
After the banquet Farquhar picked Standings of the Leaders.—  F. | 

his all conference team which was 1. Sigma Phi Epsilon—-__-_- 437 - 
made up of the following men: 2. Delta Theta Sigma______ 386 *  . 

Goal, Tomkins of Michigan; de- 3: Delta:Sigma Picea eee o08. 
fense, Metcalfe of Wisconsin and 4. Lambda Chi Alpha____-_ 352 COACH WINTERBLE 

Peterson of Minnesota; center, 5. Sigma Alpha Epsilon__-_ 325 Meiklejohn has been on the team 
Meiklejohn of Wisconsin; wings, 6. Alpha Chi Sigma_------- 322 for two years and has won his letter 
Langen of Michigan, and Bartholdi 7. Delta Kappa Epsilon---- 318 jn each season. It is expected that 
of Minnesota. 8. Sigma Chi----..---.---- 313 he will receive his third tennis award 

eet See 9. Kappa Sigma___----_-_- 305 this season. He won the freshmen 
Sig Phi Eps Lead 10; Alpha Chi Rho_._-_---. 293 os oe in ve : : 

For Badger Bowl Searaer rs e ettermen w 0 reporte at the 

8 Fallon, a Trainer, meeting are Aaron Gottlieb, Fred 
With competition completed in Not Peanut Vender Tiegs, Capt. Don Meiklejohn, Howie 

basketball and hockey, the Siegel, and Paul Bauhs. Coach 
Badger Bowl competitors have “THE name of Bill Fallon, trainer William T. Winterble has his eye 
changed positions to some extent. for all Wisconsin athletic teams, on several promising prospects to 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, by taking second was humbly insulted recently at bolster his squad. Dan Silverman, 

in fraternity basketball and reaching Minneapolis where his Badger pro- who was a freshman sensation last 
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spring, is expected to turn out. Wagner was a center on the frosh clean one. At least Jerry the towel- 
Harry Goodsitt, who was on the eleven in his first year, but was man says so, and he ought to know. 
squad three years ago, but who was switched to guard when he came For anyone whois a bit dubious con- 
not enrolled here last year, is also over to the varsity. In 1928, when cerning the truth of the statement, 
intending to jcin the squad. the crying need was tackles, Rube Jerry has a list of statistics that will 

Although some of the men have moved over a notch and proceeded _ dispense with all argument. The 
already been out working on their to lead his team to second place in students of Wisconsin make use of 
lobs, slices, and cuts, serious prac- the Western conference. 4,800 towels per week 36 weeks a 

tice will probably not begin until the ee year for a total of 172,800 towels. 
middle of April, when the courts will * 
first be in good condition. This will Field House to be SRT 
allow them two weeks to prepare for Dedicated December 18 * * igs rece : Athletics Go Coasting eir first match, which will be with ISCONSIN’S long dreamed of 
Minnesota at Minneapolis on May 3. W i t Bc Tea med: 0 Along 

2 y field house, now nearing com- 

Shae pletion at Camp Randall, will be i (Continued from page 278) 
formally dedicated at an inter- outdoor practice the men will get 

Wagner ee Post sectional basketball contest between will be when they make their annual 
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, Dec. _ trip to the southland. 

RUBE WAGNER, captain of the _—_ 18, 1930. Grow 
1928 Wisconsin football eleven The announcement came as part 

and coach of the ““B” team line last of the monthly meeting of the With the breaking of the ice on 
fall, has been promoted to assistant Athletic council. Lake Mendota and Monona, Coach 
varsity line coach by Head Coach An invitation to the University of | Mike Murphy has been able to give 
Glenn Thistlethwaite. Pennsylvania cage five and coach, 

No successor for the popular St. and the chairman of the Athletic 
Paul, Minn., boy has been appointed council of the Eastern school was in- 
as yet. cluded in the approval of the formal 

dedication plans. The basketball si 
io game will be the first to be played in ed 

ro a the new structure. At some future a 

ee i date the track of the field house will oe 
i also be dedicated as on the evening En a: 

a ‘ij of the basketball game, the general 7 4 ide 3B 
a ie track space will be covered by a. Tio. 

bleacher seats. f ce 

AS Football ‘‘B’”’ Team 4 . 
| ad . Schedules Seven Games Gi ib c 

‘THE “B” football team will meet C3 ioe: 
- seven teams on their schedule this : a OES ee ; a 

\ ae fall. The reserves will be on the road Soe a GB eons chil 
< most of the time, as the game with eee. 

; a / 2 the Notre Dame reserves is their Rae 7 ee 
fa cs only home game. Se ig SS 

ii - The schedule: Seen ; eat se : October 11—Beloit college at — ee 
Beloit. eae 

S October 18—Ripon at Ripon. 
RUBE WAGNER October 25—Notre Dame at COXSW'N JONES 

Madison. 

Wagner’s promotion came as a November 1—Oshkosh Teach- his crew candidates a few workouts 
direct result of his highly successful ers’ at Oshkosh. _ on open water. With but a few days 
career with the reserve squad. He November 8—Illinois “B’s” at of this, the typical spring (?) weather 
and Coach Irv Uteritz brought the Urbana. has again driven them indoors. 
Bees through a winning season in November 15—La Crosse Teach- With the Penn crew coming here for 

which the improvement shown by ers’ at La Crosse. a race in the middle of May, every 
comparatively green candidates was November 22—Michigan “‘B’s” hour spent on the water will be a 
marked. at Ann Arbor. boon to Murphy. From early indi- 

Rube’s presence with the varsity cations, the 1930 crew will have 
- yoann the burden on Line plenty of power, but it remains for 

oach Stub Allison’s shoulders con- ! the elements to determine whether 
siderably. He is well versed in Hey, Jerry, « Towel or not they are going to have the 
center, guard, and tackle play, hav- CLEANLINESS is next to God- — smoothness necessary for champions. 
ing appeared at all three positions liness! Even though the Wiscon- A week or two on the water, and 
during the four years in which he sin student does not profess to be a Murphy will be able to tell more 
was an undergraduate. pious individual, he certainly is a about the outlook for this season. 
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News of Other Universiti 
Michigan Has Better Professor Harold Willis Dodds, Pro- effective instruction required limi- 

Papas and Mamas Club fessor of Politics at Princeton, and tation of classes to 100 students. 
such world-famous statesmen as This necessitated substantial ad- 

Boston boast ofs whatisprobably | Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes, ditions to the teaching staff. Be- 
the most unique branch of a Dwight W. Morrow, Ambassador to cause of the comparatively recent 

University of Michigan club in ex- Mexico, Owen D. Young, and John growth of the School the average age 

istence, “The Better Papas and W. Davis, former Ambassador to of the Faculty has been somewhat 

Mamas Association,’ an organiza- Great Britain, will be on the Ad- lower than that prevailing in older 
tion interested not so much in visory Board. ie institutions, and a normal increase 

Michigan’s future buildings and —MICHIGAN ALUMNI WEEKLY jn salaries resulting from advancing 
football games as in the welfare of the younger members has added to 
the graduating classes of 1945 and Dartmouth Boasts of salary expenses. The size of the 
up. Few Freshman Failures — School is now 1,000 students, which 

It all happened this way. ___ is the limit for the buildings. The 
A Michigan Alumnus was trying ao he: deat establishment of the tutorial system 

to round up members of the younger this year for ‘‘distinction’’ students 
sures : first semester by Dean E. Gordon’ - : : S 

Michigan graduates for the club : in their second year requires the ad 
meetings and found they were very Bill, only 11 freshmen were sepa- dition of tutors to the staff. 
eliuesor ee 4 - th ery rated in February as a result of —HARVARD ALUMNI BULLETIN 
eee oati J Deh e ne ie ie scholastic failures. Considering the ee 
Was Saas ter as rere real'y size of the class this constitutes a Dentist is Subject of 

2 thing but they were too iow record, representing, as it does, Only Ohio State Statue 
busy taking care of their children only 1.8% of the first-year class. iy 

io — oe oe 1 The percentages of freshmen sepa- ‘THE only statue on the campus 
a eee a a ae lib Couey rated since the selective process was is not that of a president or foot- 
schich aay a et aaa inaugurated with the class of 1926, ball player, but that of adentist, Dr. 
relist aba a th one form an interesting series. Of the Willoughboy Miller who proved 

ae b . one ene ce oo class of 1926, 5.3% of its members that a number of illnesses were 
Mi Pon ety ee o ; i ee were separated at the end of the caused by poor teeth. 
a a lead improvement SD GNLO first semester. The figures for suc- Dentists in 48 states contributed 
ee f hild newer ayes ceeding classes are: 1927, 4.5; 1928, to the fund for the erection of this 

vroup has formed. the anc “atin, 3-43 1929, 3.8; 1930, 2.5; 1931,  15-foot image which since 1916 has 
Mecloned chavs ard nn, te Mise Le: ne 1008118, held the distinction of being the only 
rae eee BONS vi ae y Dean Bill also stated that 76% statue on the campus. Tablets of 

ee Baal REMIND EES Angee iD of the class passed all of their bronze set on the granite base of the 
aS MICHIGAN ALUMNI WEEKLY Courses. With the exception of the statue bear the inscription: “Dental 

Cera class of 1931, no first-year class has scientist and educator, benefactor of 
Princeton Establishes New Boe oo a higher percentage ae peer friend a ee 

. . : ativ io, a citizen o e 
Public Affairs School = {pkntimouTH ALUMNI MAGAZINE eae 2 

T a meeting of its National ; a Concealed in the base is a copper 
A Alumni Association held at Harvard Raises Business strong box which contains several 
Princeton on February 22, John School Tuition $100 Ba 
i Es eee that ae [BE tuition fee at the Harvard tal Sheet » and the 1900 Dee of 

Se ne CoD eS Graduate School of Business Ad- 2 TD. - ” - 
tion of plans for a School of Public se : : . Polks’ ‘Dental Directory” are in- 

dI Sonal Atta; hich is ministration will be increased from cluded in the box, together with a 
and International Affairs which is to 500 to $600 for students.who enter ae be established at Princeton at the history of the various state dental : g the School next September or there- oni aiaceal . i 
opening of the next academic year. : : ae E societies and articles concerning the 
BTRes Cooke eahiHecnom cehoalns after. This change is in accord with university. There is also a letter 

Purp Oe ane es the established policy of the School is ; Mi 
much the same as that for which 45 maintain the tuition fee at a ae by rae eet Cc. eee 

the William WwW. Cook Foundation at figure which will meet the current 2 Sis Ol heey len memong 
Michigan was established—to give cosenof cneimiciions = Student 
students a fundamental background good standing who merit financial apr ae 

for te ee oe of the assistance may obtain such aid from A new educational structure, in 
a Md . ee ore an io the the loan fund of the School. which vocational training would 
were: et wal Deol rea va ee The expense of maintaining the form the frame-work and liberal 
re pe ee a os pubic quality of instruction in the School arts the decorations, will prepare 

ne a ee at a aoe a oe has increased considerably. By the modern student in an ideal 
CLD poe LOguiose a oe an to 1925, classes in some of the courses manner for a useful and pleasant 
Bre ae oy eine ae SIE: had reached 150 students. As the life, Dean McConn of Lehigh uni- 
JOUEDAMSUNOL AW: 2 teaching methods developed by the — versity told an audience in Music 

The Administrative Committee School depend on class-room dis- Hall recently. Faculty members 
of the School of Public and Inter- cussion of business problems and are at odd in their opinions con- 
ae Affairs will be headed by cases, it was decided that the most cerning the matter. 
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representative colleges throughout the country...a col- 

lege band furnishing the tunes in the most scintillating manner... these are going to be gala sail- 

ings... The same spirit will extend throughout the entire fleet of the United States Lines and the 

American Merchant Lines... your official fleet... it is your inning!... Why not join your friends on 

a trip to Europe? Relive campus days... play all the football games over again...sing your rollick- 

ing college songs. And as just another phase of the complete plans made for you ...in the London, 

Paris and Berlin offices of the United States Lines...a card index of all alumni residing in Europe will 

be found. You, too, should register. Think of the oldtime friendships that may be renewed. Write your 

Alumni Secretary today or send the coupon below to the United States Lines office nearest you. 
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A Functional Organization Second, the integration of their interests of “faculty” and the limited 
personnel is attractive to working scope of ‘department’? and the 

of Faculty Forces * scholars. (The man who has risen traditional collaborative spirit of 
(Continued from page 268) to the level of the productive scholar | Wisconsin scholars that led to the 

Ill is a man whose intellectual concern creation of the various graduate 
While we have been watching is likely to be with problems that “divisions” and “conferences” that 

these tendencies towards “faculties” overflow departmental boundaries, are now organic parts of the uni- 
that are too diverse in interests and save in instances where he is doing __ versity structure. 
“departments” that are too limited spade work in an ultra-specialized The only question this memoran- 
in scope for maximum intellectual sector of a field, and he appreciates, dum raises is whether a further step 
effectiveness, there have begun to therefore, the opportunity to work forward might not be taken now by 

spring up in universities extra- With a consciously correlated group extending the range of interests of 
faculty organizations of the “‘insti- of scholars dealing with the implica- _ our existing “divisions” and “con- 
tute” type that are, in part at least, tions and ramifications of his special- ferences” and, perhaps, renaming 
a response to the growing inade- ism. Inshort, the “institute” type these groupings in a way that would 
quacy, for intellectual purposes, of | of organization sets up intellectual tend to reap for them some of the 
the faculty-department scheme of working conditions that are more advantages now flowing to “insti- 
university organization. attractive to productive scholars tutes” and kindred extra-faculty 

The Institute of Human Relations than either the limited relations of agencies that are entering the field, 
at Yale, The Institute for the Study a “department” orthe miscellaneous in competition with the regular fac- 
of Law at Johns Hopkins, The Food relations of a ‘faculty’? make pos- _ulty and departmental organizations 
Research Institute at Leland Stan- sible. of universities, for money and men. 

ford, The Institute for Research in These two advantages do not, of v 
Social Science at North Carolina, course, complete the picture of the 
and like ventures in university or- Values that follow the “institute” As a basis for discussion, the fol- 
ganization are obviously attempts lowing tentative proposals are sug- 
to effect an integration of scholars pa * gested: 
in terms of an integration of scholar-  ° € i ef ee First, that the existing “divisions” 
ship in fields for the exploration of ra ee | Nig Sa > Spe and “conferences” extend the range 
which a “faculty” is too diffused in Biss. ae te a mg" of their interests to include the ac- 
interests and a ‘department’ too j ‘ ke “4 eee tive consideration, not only of grad- 
limited in scope. NY =! F * uate-study problems, but of research 
The Brookings Institution in fy eR ~~ and instruction as well—instruction 

Washington, for research and train- | E ee hes at least down to the Sophomore year. 
ing in economics and government, A i \ Second, that the existing “‘divi- 
The Boyce Thompson Institute of (4 =~ sions” and “‘conferences’’ and such 
Plant Sciences in Yonkers, and like a B. “departments” as may still be out- 
enterprises indicate a potential de- side such correlations be rechristened 
velopment of agencies of the “‘insti- ' ae somewhat as follows: The Wiscon- 

tute” type for research and training THE PAST AND PRESENT sin Institute of the Social Sciences, 
outside the universities. The Wisconsin Institute of the Bio- 

Even at this early stage of their type of organization, but if it be logical Sciences, The Wisconsin In- 

development, these ‘‘Institutes’’ true that these “institutes” arelikely stitute of the Mathematical and 
seem to have certain advantages not to be able to get money more easily Physical Sciences, The Wisconsin 
easilty gained by the usual faculty- and to get men more easily than Institute of Language and Litera- 
department organization. Among universities are able to get money _ ture, etc., etc. 
these advantages, the more obvious and men, it seems but elementary This listing does not cover the 
are, viz: : : : good sense to ask whether this Situation and is suggested only by 

First, the integration of their pro- “Institute” development may not way of illustration. It may be that 
gram is attractive to those who con- afford a suggestion for the better later reconsideration could extend or 
trol the private and public sources of internal organization of the faculty improve the existing correlations. 
support for research and training. forces of universities. " 
It is the belief of a number of out- vi 
standing university administrators TV It would be easy cynically to dis- 
that these “institutes” will, if at All this is, in a sense, carrying miss the two suggestions of this 
all ably administered, have the in- coals to Newcastle as far as the memorandum as a mere juggling of 
side track for access to the more scholars of the Wisconsin faculties labels. It might be said that the 
fruitful sources of support for re- are concerned. All this was recog- adoption of these two suggestions 
search and training during the next nized on this campus before the would mean only a paper reorganiza- 
decade. The unified picture that current development of “institutes” tion. And it might mean only that. 
one of these “institutes” projects got far under way in American uni- Everything would depend upon 
into the public mind achieves a versities. One of the finest traditions | whether or not the scholars of the 
vividness of impression that is diffi- of Wisconsin is the tradition of col- university saw fit to convert paper 
cult to secure for a series of “depart- laboration between the productive into life. 
ments” although the series of ‘‘de- scholars of the several faculties, a If the university faculty should 
partments” may be doing more and fact that is constantly remarked by _ see fit to concur in the proposals of 
better work than the “‘institute’’ in visitors from other universities. It this memorandum, and if full ad- 
question. was the recognition of the diffuse vantage should be taken of this new 
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stage-setting for the university’s Nothing in the way of a high- program of The Institute of the 
processes, future developments might pressure organization of research Social Sciences and the program of 
be expected to proceed somewhat as that would over-ride the research The Law School, without the added 
follows: interest of the individual scholar effort and expense involved in the 

The university would begin next should be considered or anticipated. introduction of duplicate-scholars 
year with a new emphasis on the There is, however, much research into the law faculty. 
divisional groupings of faculty forces. that is inherently cooperative re- And, then, with the problems of 
The effect of the adoption of these search, calling for an interlocking of | the Junior and Senior years in the 
proposals would be to say officially individual efforts. The promotion of hands of the divisional groups, the 
as a university that, in the future, such cooperative research might well — problem of the Freshman and Soph- 
we expect the correlation and pro- be speeded up by amore deliberately | omore years would be, in a sense, 
gressive development of our various organized group effort. isolated as the single problem it is, 
instructional and research activities With the jurisdiction of the “‘di- and it could be attacked by itself in 
and the continuous reassessment of visions’ or ‘“‘institutes’ extended terms of the best attainable prep- 
our educational objectives and pro- downward through the Senior and aration for the more concentrated 
cedures to be carried on, in the first Junior undergraduate years, out of _ work of the later years. 
instance, by the integrated groups the discussions of the institute- Too great insistence cannot be 
of the several “institutes.” This groups certain desirable resultsmight placed on the fact that the pro- 
would mean that, in the future, gen- be expected to come. posals of this memorandum do no 

eral faculty consideration of educa- The elimination or, better still, more than shift emphasis from 
tional policies would begin in terms the prevention of duplication of diffuse ‘faculty’ and delimited ‘‘de- 
of a half dozen or more integrated effort and offering might be expected partment’ to the divisional group 
divisional judgments, instead of, as to come naturally out of the inte- as the best functional arrangement 
now, in terms of a diffuse diffuse grated planning of the divisional for the consideration of the problems 
collection of diverse departmental groups as they surveyed, from year of the university’s intellectual life. 
interests. to year, their curricular programs. The proposed change of name for 

This shifting of emphasis from Even without such definite sug- the divisional groups, after their 
“faculty” to “institute” would, it gestions as the Curriculum Commit- jurisdiction has been extended, is a 
might be expected, ultimately result tee purposes to make respecting di- | @ purely practical consideration. 
in more frequent meetings of the  visional control of majors, the inte- | There would seem to be a real ad- 
‘institutes’? and less frequent meet- grated offerings of these “institutes” Vantage in signalizing by the use of 
ings of the “faculty.” To the degree or “divisions” might be expected to the term “institute” the fact that 
that the “institutes”? became vital as become naturally the major lanes of | Wisconsin is meeting by an internal 
the intellectual meeting-grounds for concentration for Juniors and Sen- Organization of her faculty forces 

the scholars of the university, it iors. the same problem of diffuse “fac- 

would be possible to regard the Since the departments of the pro- Wty” and delimited “department” 
“faculty” for what it actually is now fessional schools would function as _ that Yale, Johns Hopkins, and other 
—an agency for the handling of organic parts of the several ‘‘insti- universities are seeking, to meet by 
of routine administrative matters tutes,” it might be expected that, the external organization of new 

and for the final consideration of out of the sustained discussion and 2encies for doing the very sort of 
those occasional issues of policy that planning in the several “‘institutes,” research and training that, it would 
are clearly college-wide or university- significant progress might be made _ S°€™, universities, unless they will- 
wide in their implication. towards a better correlation between ingly surrender | tg the acquired 

The active consideration of the professional and _ pre-professional difficulties of their organization, are 
research interests of the several studies. In all the major professional obligated to do in the ordinary run 
“institutes” would, it might be fields—such as law, medicine, and of the day’s work. e 

expected, result in the formulation engineering—there is a current tend- With this new stage-setting for 
of wide and well-planned research ency to broaden the base of profes- the university’s prec eets nothing 
programs in each of the major fields sional preparation. The movement ‘5*V¢ the reluctance or inaction of 
represented by an “‘institute” organ- to enrich legal training by a broader the scholars and administrative of- 
ization. Each ‘institute’? would, it contact with the social sciences is an ficers of the university would Dee 
may be assumed, create its ‘‘research outstanding example of this tend- vent the achievement on the Wiscon- 
council” in conformity to the Regent ency. In some universities, as at ‘2 campus of every advantage— 
Resolution of January 15, 1930, Yale, this need is being recognized integration of program, support of 

which authorized such councils as by adding to the professional law program, integration of personnel, 
constituent units of an all-university faculty duplicate-scholars in the  °T0ss-fertilization of effort through 
research council. The comprehen- social science and allied fields. It is | Mtimate interchange of opinion on 
sive and unified research programs by no means clear that experience CO™Mon problems, esprit de CORDS: 
would help create an accurately rep- will confirm the soundness of this 224 so on—that many productive 
resentative picture of the univer- method of meeting the need for an scholars find in marked degree iy 
sity’s vitality in productive scholar- enrichment and broadening of the such specialized organizations as the 
ship, a picture that would greatly base of professional training. The Brookings Institution in Washing- 
enforce the appeal of the university “institute” organization here pro- ton. 
to the general public, to the legis- | posed would give Wisconsin the Figen ety 
lature, to the varied sources of sup- opportunity to experiment in meet- Marjory Carr, 730, has been 
port, and to scholars whom the uni- ing this need by effecting, through chosen chairman of the 1930 Moth- 
versity might desire to attract to divisional planning, a closer corre- er’s Week-end program which will 
its staff. lation between, say, the integrated be held May 24 and 25. 
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“Tainted Money”’ rabbits, or to investigate the strength “In the board of regents he will 
iGontinued from’ page 269) of steel columns. find a representative body of men 
fone editaleand But it is contended the men free from restraint, wise to the uses 

Deer One h s who have endowed the General of academic freedom and critical of 
— LC ESC ATE Ee consiq neon Education board are interested in any instructor prone to be con- 
pate Si eee the questions dealt with by other de- __ trolled. ; : 

feller Metnehed Wir foment partments of the university, such “In the legislature he will find a 
a t Soe ape and as the department of economics, body representative and responsive 

engowmen sie ae 1 Si a and that gifts to ore department to the popular will. 
Saar no) the Genera) tecucanon from this source will restrain free- “Tn the people of the state, he will 
ve : es dirset did dom of action of the whole faculty. find watchfulness and a demand 
oa He ee It is to be borne in mind that aid that the university they support 

f a ‘ it Andree have from a foundation does not go into shall minister to the people of the 
o Ce RIN ETSY: os teri the pocket of any instructor but — state, and not to any special interest. 
found no evidence 0 oa u Baal defrays the necessary expenses of “In the student body he will find 
DUEp Oso On: the pet one eapen research. In our opinion we have a body of young men and women not 
Education board or any ae e i no reason to expect any such false to be hoodwinked. Our knowledge 
ee oe a a aa notion of loyalty to conscience. We of students of the University of Wis- 
ae a en a SADIE oo ee find no facts to warrant any such  consin leads us to believe that they 

TOLESSORY BOS8;/ YEO. eee i fear. As Professor Ross told us, are the first to detect frailties in 
for us, styling ee 0 hier great universities ‘do not become _ their instructors, and that any who 
Pe ay Se coon jumpingjacks because a rich man attempt to lead them into economic 

tional policies, told our committee 
that he had ‘never come across the i a a om] 

slightest evidence that grants are cs eae ea rs Oe 

made or withheld by these founda- ee... : Loewe: : am 

tions with the sinister intention of ey ener 86 geo Ps 
influencing the attitude of profes- pe st ig ii § 

sors toward monopoly or other eco- ees. Oe 

nomic issues.’ Professor Ross fur- ba i PEP 

ther said: ‘I will say that in all 4 Se fk a A 

sorts of gossips and private conver- B Ae 

sations that scholars have with each E wilt 2 ee ay ie 
other, it is never even suggested or as ells nn engs ape eS tos : ; 

mentioned that these funds have an ee Sree : 

ulterior purpose of control attached. ae i 

They have not done anything to ex- 
cite suspicion.’ Speaking of the 
change of policy introduced into has a quarter ofa million that he — by-ways will soon find his influence 
the Rockefeller foundation by Dr. might give them.’ to wane and his position so uncom- 

Vincent, Professor Ross said: ‘Since “And let us here say that any  fortable that he will seek release. 
this wise change, I have never read man who shall set out with the “To those who say that there is. 

or heard a criticism of the policy of sinister intention of restraining aca- danger that the giving of gifts not to 
the foundation.’ demic freedom in the University of | the gain of any person, but to the 

“It may not be amiss to add that = Wisconsin will have much to reckon _ cause of scientific research, will re- 

with all the millionsspent by Andrew with. He will have many ‘tackles’ strain academic freedom in the Uni- 

Carnegie for the establishment of to pass before he reaches his goal. versity of Wisconsin, knowing as we 

libraries in hundreds of communi- He must reckon with the president do the spirit of the faculty, the stu- 

ties, we have found no instance of ofthe faculty, overthemtheboardof — dent body, those who bear official re- 

any pressure or restraint in the mat- regents, over them the legislature, sponsibility and the people of the 

ter of the character of the books with — over them the people of the state, state who do not, we say it can’t be 

which the public is served. Inthem, not to speak of the great student done. In the language of one of 

we find books of every class and body. those who have furnished us valu- 
character appropriate to public li- “In the president and the faculty able suggestions, we say, “Any 
braries. he will find a body of independent danger of dominance by a corpora- 

“The contention is made, how- men who, unless we miss our guess, tion would . . . bring its own cor- 

ever, that the mere fact of receiving will prize freedom more than they _ rective . . . in a state university. 

gifts from such source will com- do their jobs. Should any of them “We are opposed to a sweeping 

promise academic freedom. If this prove unfaithful, they will be sub- rejection in advance of any and all 

be true, then any such gift should be jected to the searching investiga- gifts from educational foundations. 

rejected. It is not clear to us, how- tion of their fellows of the American It seems to us such policy is based 

ever, how a gift to aid in the restora- Association of University Profes- on groundless fear and is contrary 

tion of men to sanity will in any — sors. We have too much confidence to the legislative and administra- 

manner directly or indirectly com- in our esteemed president and in tive policy under which ‘the uni- 

promise academic freedom. No the faculty which supports him to versity has prospered so well since 

more would a gift to a medical believe that they would prostitute its foundation. If danger from such 

school, or to carry on research work their office, even to secure some _ gifts could arise, it might be ex. 

on shales or, to make blood tests on _ benefit to their institution. pected from gifts for pensions to in. 
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structors such as the university 
received from the Carnegie founda- 
tion for the advancement of teach- oe as Ses : ey 
ing, and yet we have heard no claim A AAAS we y Ce 
that that benefaction which was ac- | CAO tM ba ee ee yes LOK 

cepted by the legislature had any | | |] ) Sh SFP pS such result. ‘ae } Pe | IP eric AR NaN AA Psd Peo es ees 
“There may possibly be educa- . Vis a ees a | od a SCR | al] 

tional purposes for which private MNT Bx or |] ee RA Kal 

endowments should not be received. y my a RH : os Roe Le Eat 
If so, we do not regard medical or ree! PB eRe ak eed | Rees GAG 
scientific research as such a purpose. Le, hed Ae She Xe maaan Brand 

There may be sources from which OO a aii Gees Se ee isn. 
the university should not receive a MA ie att La P -_ i, 1 Rt Heya ae —— 
gift, even for medical or scientific Ss eg “Sl om ~ oe 5 ees ee pean 
research. We do not regard the Ce oe crass ee ES sae She 
General Education board as such a w MS ae ae 
source. es 

ee : 
“All gifts must necessarily come iB | 

from the wealthy. If we are to try a ; ‘Se ; | 
to distinguish between the wealthy io on ~ 
men who have made their money _ : 

‘in the business world, and to deter- " a 
mine whether the money pos- 
sessed by one is more wholesome SS apy, 
than that possessed by another and 
more fit to be used for the advance- W hen you come 
ment of science and health, we shall 

have a difficult and unsatisfactory 1 em ee to Madison make yourself at home 
world will be better for the dissipa- s . ‘ 
tion, for such benovolent and semi- im the Union . a * 
publie purposes of so much of these ; 
vast aggregations of wealth. CC decorated cotntotanle ee ae eet Gee and 

. lecorated by M. Pescheret of icago will make your stay 
“The argument that the univer- in Madison an uncommonly pleasant experience. 

si i All have specially designed furnishings set in the colorful back- sity should be as independent of Ps Id if d fu ane in thi | ful back 

outside aid as a family should be, fan! cuiltel bet aoeade ond Wecwoot lanbe yool blokes 
aoe not Tag pe ane The make the ensemble perfect. 
analogy followed out would re- 

quire the rejection of all gifts. No Rates, with private baths, are $2.75 and up 
one would accept gifts for the sup- 

port of his family even from a The Union offers every convenience and courteous atten- 
friend like J. Stephens Tripp, a tion of the finest clubs—plus the picturesque atmosphere of 
friend, not an alumnus, whose University life and the pleasure of a stay on Mendota’s 
gift the present board of regents is lakeshore. 
now utilizing. 

“Upon the board of regents de- cau Boo Ferber Spoe 
ay . iihiards estern nion 

pends the administration of any Lounges and Library Rathskeller and Hausmann Bar 
gift fund. If the board has con- Refectory (Cafeteria Service) Pressing Service 

fidence in its own independence and Mail Delivery Point eae at ‘ 
The ei he gt tees teed Musee To make reservations write Porter Butts, ‘24, the House Director. 

ing restrictions, then in our opunen, Guest cards for the use of the house may be secured by Alumni 
the board ought to accept it. The Association members upon application at the Alumni office lo- 
blanket refusal of all gifts from cated in the Union. 
corporate foundations is in our 
opinion unwise. While the state 
must insist on the right to control, 

it must not be blind to the service Ww 
such foundations have rendered in The ISCONSIN UNION 
blazing new trails in the field of MADISON | WISCONSIN 
scientific education and research. 
What we need is to distinguish be- e\ lil) Fe 
tween intelligent criticism on the Sic 
one hand and mere suspicion and a 
gossip on the other.” 
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Freshman Curriculum higher education for business and to raise professional standards and 
(Coninued from page 271) the professions. It is probable that improve teaching. Witness the 

recognized as separate fields. Every a part of the new enrollment in the united appeal of field forces in edu- 

factory must have its research de- secondary schools came from that cation in the state for an independ- 

partment but it must also have its group of people who formerly con- — ent school of education in the Uni- 

manufacturing or producing depart- sidered an eighth grade education versity, to better train teachers for 
ment. Medicine must have its re- sufficient training for the ordinary _ the public schools. 

search workers but it must also have vocations of life. Boys and girls enter the uni- 

its surgeons, skilled in the technic It is natural that the colleges and versity as freshmen only three or 

of the operating room. So with universities should be effected by the four months older, as a rule, than 
education. Research is essential, general renaissance in education, | When they leave the high school as 
very necessary, but fully as impor- and it is evident that sufficient time Seniors. If professional training; 
tant, if not more so, is the skilled has elapsed so that the problems of namely, a knowledge of technic, an 

teacher. And in our opinion that — the secondary school are now also understanding of objectives, and 
principle applies as much to the the problems of the college and uni- interest in bringing about mental, 
university as to the kindergarten or versity. Shall the problem be met ‘moral, and physical growth in boys 
high school. by better teaching, by adjustment and girls, is an asset in our elemen- 

Again may we point out that we in methods and the development ofa _ tary and secondary schools, should 
are cognizant of splendid work being new curriculum, or shall it be met it not also be an asset in teaching 
done by individuals in the uni- by the exclusion of the newcomers freshmen in the University? The 
versity, by great teachers who whose purposes in seeking higher University renders a service to the 
lead, inspire, and challenge the best education may be different but who State through the training of the 
there is in their students, leaving are probably none the less sincere _State’s teachers. The university and 
with them something that influences than those who entered the higher _ the state both recognize that as one 
them long after they have passed institutions of learning under the old of its important functions. Could 
from the halls and classrooms of order of things? not the university render additional 

service to itself and to its students 
by adopting at least the minimum 

= professional requirements for high 
Bhi Se schools for its freshmen and sopho- 

ee more teachers? Is the present situa- 
ee = 2 tion by which the training institu- 

i — tion fails to recognize the value of 
: the training it is providing for 

5 others by failing to require of its 
Pi, : own teachers at least the same 

. training, somewhat inconsistent? 

Toa on The secondary schools cooperat- 
ae eM RT AA Ae ing with the university and college- 

ee te eT OT nt 4 have for two years promoted a com- 

Papen Re a se ee — ee mendable state-wide testing pro- 
a ee eee a gram, the results of which may be 

Se | | useful in guiding and directing and 
a a : ‘ teaching freshmen in the university 

eee and colleges. Unfortunately, this 
aa a has grown to be known as college 

> success predicting test. College suc- 
ANGRY WATERS cess, at least in the early college 

years, is measured by ability to get 
university buildings. Universities In making these comments we marks and grade points in subject 

were built by such men and whole have in mind the fact that freshmen Matter. If marks and grade points 
states were influenced by them are assigned to graduate students, and hence success is determined by 

through their influence on the lives many of whom have neither profes- inexperienced, untrained teachers 
of the people of the state. Dollars sional training or teaching experi- With a divided interest, is there not 
and cents never have nor never will ence. Many of them, we understand, grave danger of injustice to in- 

pay for their services. are primarily interested in post dividuals? Does this situation alone 
The past fifteen years have pre- graduate work. Without adequate not demand the best there is in 

sented an entirely new problem in professional training men and women teachers? 

education. There has been a great are not qualified to teach in Just as in the secondary school, 
increase in the enrollment of stu- Wisconsin high schools and are not. the new group contains a variety 
dents in our secondary schools; hired by school boards. In the  of,students, including the extremes 
about four hundred per cent in larger cities they are not employed in interests, capabilities, and ca- 
fifteen years. without successful teaching experi- _ pacities. Shall we accept the theory 

It is probably fair to say that ence. It is safe to say that many of some people that some of those 
fifteen years ago a very large major- university freshmen teachers could who go to college are lacking in 
ity of pupils enrolled in the secon- not qualify from this standpoint mental capacity and capability and 
dary schools were there for the for high school positions. And there therefore have no business in col- 
purpose of training preliminary to is constant demand from the field lege? Or shall we accept the theory 
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of some others who maintain that Assuming again that the present The University— 
“the first ideal of a school system material used for testing does form Its Place in the State 
in a democracy is to maintain a the basis of a true test for the “‘sur- (Continues fromipage 267) 
state where each individual shall vival of the fittest,’’ under the pres- lihiave said eich Ar as the religious 

have an equal opportunity to take ent method of administering the test. gnvocations have opened eet 
that position in the community to it would still be unreliable. At athe University faanotehecthe 
which his intelligence, ability, and present the tests are administered partisan of ane particular aeed 
ambitions entitle him?” by people many of whom are not Supported by alle reinuet be ine 

If we accept the former, how shall chosen upon the basis of their under- servant of all... And yet dex iiete 

it be determined who shall be standing of this complicated prob-  Gbligation to observe a senapaloes 
eliminated on one hand, and who _ lem and they give this highly im- fai snes in the midst lat an unhappily 
shall be entitled to the opportunities — portant elimination test as a by- large array OPseats anise aratianis 
that higher education shall provide product. Ifsuchatestistobeofany \nenever this Unionite, ereleiae 
on the other? Who shall say which value, it is of fundamental impor- 4, the ery of its Scattered: aties 
individual is capable of profiting by tance that those who gather the ares no effort to srmlaten mie 
higher education and who is not? facts and diagnose the results are sons and daughters a senbitivenese 
Who shall designate the ones who intimately acquainted with the phil- to the spiritual neces of asteAee. 
are worthy of educational endow- osophy underlying the whole prob- fevall Become a danger nretend one 
ment by the state and the ones who lem of education. In other words, detencedtouthectates ; 
are not? Who shall evaluate in- no test could approximate. relia- (The aWeuee eae taken from a 
dividuals in terms of prospective bility without thoroughly trained, speech given bar President Frank at 
citizenship, accepting some as good __ efficient and experienced teachers th opening of the 1930 Religious 
collateral and discounting others as and advisors. Goavocation = Tthas Hage printed in 
weak assets? The Board feels that the whole pamphlet fori for aigeubinensby 

Shall it be the purpose of the uni- set-up with respect to the freshman the Panivecaes y SMenGe aes 
versity to take the highest 25% ac- _ problem is bad from within and that gitors Note a Brisas sree 
cording to intelligence scores and a solution depends upon attitude, i : 
give them further training to the understanding, and a dynamic con- Chdatee 
exclusion of the 75%. If so, what sciousness of its importance. The new St. Francis Episcopal 
shall be done for the masses? Or is The set-up is also bad from with- Chapel and club house was dedicated 
the state under no obligation to out, since there has been developed February 22. The new house is lo- 
them? Or shall it set up a separate throughout our social fabric an cated on University Ave. 
institution which shall give them the unsubstantiated tradition that the 
training they expect which in all — elimination process of freshman at Rea ee 
probability shall not be the same as the University is based upon the 
that of the traditional training of survival of the fittest, fittest in this 
institutions of higher learning? Shall case being a general term vaguely PROTE CT 
achievement be measured by the including every worthwhile ability. 
ability of the individual to secure This whole set-up thus has the di- 
grades in academic subjects or shall rect implication that those who are them from 
the ability to think and to do be eliminated are generally unfit and 
given more credit than the past? inferior. Under these conditions, no a 

Perhaps there should be a taking matter how unjust the system may Tuberculosis 
of stock, a complete new survey, be and how unjust the freshman or 
and a re-defining of the purposes of his parents may feel the system to » 
the university, in the light of the be, the road to a proper hearing of | 
developments which have been _ those unjustly treated is closed from CG 
briefly outlined above. without as well as from within. The — 

Assuming it is the purpose of the Subject of this unfortunate experi- _ . 
university to educate only a select ence realizes the social disgrace in- — =. 
body, there is still serious question herent in an admission that he was 8 
as to the efficiency of the present _¢liminated and thus fear on his own FF 
plan of elimination. ek Pees the part of bere Se 

The freshmen curriculum at pres-  ‘eePs the wrong covered in the 
ent used as a basis for Binsin eee snes ieee Keep them away 

is sed entirely upon 4 clasicel Eston and intrenched tration oq ‘Sr stek people. 
uated in the light of modern educa- _the inside, and a groundless social Insist on plenty of 
tional thought or present demands Goted, HEE sorta rest .. Train them 
of the new social order in which we i 2 : : LLU 
are living. What evidence is there to a difficult problem. See 
show that a student’s ability to eee Consult the doctor 
memorize in detail those highly George J. Fleming, colored, a regularly . . 
classical materials is a measure of native of the Virgin islands, won the 

his capacity to serve a modern social annual Frankenburger oratory con- 
order, or even his ability to do the test recently. His subject pertained 
higher and more worthwhile type of | to the United States’ intervention 
work offered at the university? in the Virging Islands. nr eae 
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Hiawatha and Wisconsin guages, customs, religions, tradi- 
(Continued from page 270) tions, and myths of the Indians. Alumni Business and 

The White Fisher was twice mar- And it was her intimate and sympa- Professional Directory 
ried—one child was born to his first — — pues - ja ee isa Megeees Paitin ASA ose) 

acai hapa ee her husband in his studies of Indian HAIGHT, ADCOCK & 
tuberculosis. life. ‘ : BANNING 
When his oldest daughter was . Hf time permitted it would be GENERAL AND PATENT LAW 

about eighteen, a young Irishman of ‘teresting at this point to pick up VII ; 
noble birth named John Johnson, the story of Schoolcraft, and his Geome 1, Haught 990 WV: Ha Haight, 03 
came up into the Bayfield area to adventures, his discovery of the 1041 The Rookery CHICAGO 

get a fresh start in life, lured there Seuree of the Mississippi, his consul- SE ee ee 
by the magic of the fur trade. John- tations with the historical Bancroft, CUTTING, MOORE & SIDLEY 
son belonged to one of the greatest his scientific work, and his high : 
families of Ireland. He had grown ¢thical conduct. His thirty volumes 11 South La Salle St. 
up inluxury and was surrounded by —27@__ Still a_ source of wonder to CHICAGO 
every element of culture, when, at modern students although many 
the age of twenty-seven, he found of his theories and deductions have EDWIN C. AUSTIN, 712 

his inheritance swept from him long since been discarded. For our Eh det re 1 oth ead A 
through no fault of his own. When Purpose it is enough to know that New York—EDWIN P. KOHL, 713 
he came to Montreal in 1790, to his work furnished the major por- Sopadbede iO ulorny Glenn, & Sol) 
engage in the fur trade, he heard tion of those Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

stories about the wealth to be ob- Legends and traditions 5 i ° 
tained on the southern shores of With the odor of the forest Mie roilee tie, Hydraulic saa Sanliare 

Sue Lard Wa ae ace lemueer ee Daten [Ome pneee 
Island, where he pitched his camp. . . W. A. ROGERS, B. C, E. ’88,C. E.’97 

Here he met the youngest daughter {hat have Pea immortalized BY | deipied. unsere. Geastraction, Co.) 
of the White Fisher, a beautiful Longtellon siannere sc wound: the ‘W. Washington St. Chicago. cl of eight ae tly fell culture myths which are the founda- a ee ee 
et o Seavey Dae , tion of his poem. WILLIAM F. ADAMS. ’co, L. ’ 
in love with her. Nees he asked the Longfellow began his poem in LEEe MEE DAE ee 
chieftain for her hand in marriage, 1354 and it was November of 1855 640 Rowan Building 
the old man sale ie pen te when the first copies came from the LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 

ae s : ress, and it must have been one of North Dakota—_G. S. WOOLEDGE. 
customs. You white men desire our tee that he sent to Schoolcraft. eet Wooledue & Hanion)s Minot ND, 
eee you marry them, and when Chippewa legends are generally told 

Pe ey oe ee a4 of a demigod Manabozho, although 

you forsake them. Return, my  Lonéfellow chose the eee CHICAGO COLLEGIATE 
young fellow, with your load of Hiawatha was a chieftain who lived BUREAU of OCCUPATIONS 
skins to Montreal, and then if the in America about the time the A non-profit organization sponeered by 
women. of the Paleface do not put Anglo-Saxons were settling in Eng- University Alumnae Clubs in Chicago 

ny, child out of your mind return land. Certain other liberties are Vocational Information and 
hither in the spring and we willtalk — tayen by the post and the love story Placement 

further. She is young and she can of Hiawatha and Minnehaha was Social Serge Senne 
wait.” The following SpE John- entirely his invention. The poem is a ilies Sa caUrecatameaauseloreal 
ae ‘i etur ned, Se his en probably our nearest approach to an Dab sores one oe og we Leet 
a y yin iG er terror 0 ee American epic and it must be a country for new positions. 
Ae nia e ae at she ae ble source of pride to Wisconsin people SERVICE TO EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE 
tA eee cattle to sknow bow, muchwon at cane OUL ree ner ca 
influence over the white people and of the rich folk-lore of Wisconsin ifs Ene Dh aes 
om nore than one occasion saved Indian life which is now beginning 5 So. Wabash Ave. Chicago, Illinois 
them from disaster. Mr. and Mrs. to be studied as it deserves. There is 
coe aes ape oe still a wealth of material iow ohy—i————————————— 

g E to the specialist waiting to be used 
daughters, Jane, became the wife of by eine poet we Sail Weave Abbot Academy 

er corer Al ee er another epic of the cultural life 1828-1930 
aa hae ae Wad Batuhar ee which grew up in the forest when For a century one of New England’s 
Si ane s the ‘circling smoke of wigwams leading Schools for Girls 
est training he could. He had had not yet been driven away by 

sya a on a ae to ees oom the belching smokestacks of modern National Patronage 

rapier Soison an ethciag ot ie ee ees t 1 b ean WALO gr.duates. College Preparation. 
married an American princess and f Exceptional deeseuiaiucs in Art 
he must return with her to her Margaret Sanger, widely known and Music. Outdoor Sports. 
mother. Both before and after her advocate of birth control, spoke at Address: Bertha Bailey, Principal 
marriage, Mrs. Schoolcraft was an the University on March 17 under Box S, Andover, Massachusetts 
ardent student of the history, lan- the auspices of the Liberal club. SE 
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ORE than 5,000 of Views from which you may choose 
these attractive book- include, the Lincoln Statue, Bascom 

plates have been or- Hall entrance, the Capitol, Lathrop 

dered by alumni who wish to make Hall, Music Hall, Science Hall and 

their libraries distinctive. They now the Engineering building. 

point with pride to the bookplates 
with a memory which carry them They are printed in a neutral shade 

back to the happiest days of their of brown ink on a fine quality, an- 
life: tique finish, ivory paper. One hun- 

dred for two dollars. 
You, too, can improve the appear- 
ance of the many books you cherish Write your own copy, print your 
by marking them with a set of name plainly and order at 

the bookplates shown above. BMOSCoss once from the 
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News of the Classes have left Wausau, Wis., and are left Minneapolis in July, 1929 and, 
(Contiiued from nage 289) now living in Merrill where Mr. has been practising in Milwaukee 
Feo as . Karch is connected with the Lin- since that time. His practice is 

fa ae ee Bey yore we | coln Canning company. Their ad- limited to obstetrics and gyne- 
ae ae eeu fer eee dress is 115 S. Genesee St. cology.—Mr. and Mrs Ralph Lar-. 
Penager 20 eee ee Sec’ "YS son recently spent two weeks in 
Equipment Co., of Santa Monica. caw Faces Agr " 8 Emad Eecgann aBisione ot Miami Beach, Florida, where they 

z| 5 EeG; Teepe: superin- Cee ee oe ty Ce eer 
tendent of the Milwaukee ae a ft eel aa ISB. Sroitey is now superintendent of 

county institution farms for the Committee ae “Tliteraey Beaty the factory of Standard Brands, 

Tensive ‘work on the control of D- STONE is now sales manager for Buin’ Sut" He says he has, win 
abortion in dairy cattle in their the Fuller and Johnson Mfg. Co. of boys who are slated for the class of 
large herd of pure bred Holsteins. ae He is living at 2241 Eton 1950.—Arne BrINck has recently 
The herd is among the first in the 1a8e> taken charge of the office of A. L. 
state to receive recognition from the "I Gran Coy at Mukden, Japan. His 

State Department of Agriculture by Z | 9 Julia OurHousE, who is now permanent home is in Oslo, Norway. 
the certificate of inspection and test a student at Yale, has been “EK 
for abortion free herd.—John N. elected to Sigma Xi, honorary 4 i i. 
Lowe is head of the department of scientific society—Floyd E. Sutui- 23 ere Nes ao PD: 

Sates J, BENE 7 . merly instructor in engineering 
natural science of Northern State van of Wausau, has been appointed aie - 

5 ‘ ne mathematics, is now with the C.F. 
Teachers’ college, Marquette, Mich. by the senate as trade commis- B he SAAT a Saas 5 urgess Laboratories in Madison.— 
He spent the summer as consulting sioner at London for the commerce BohertoeeVircatuvasis. with the 
biologist to several recreation clubs department.—Elinor M. ScuroEDER Irrigation Dieion of the Bureau of 
in Michigan.—Forrest J. KRUEGER is attending Teachers’ College, Co- Public WWorenee Mania, PLT 
is engineering manager for the —lumbia University and doing gradu- Rov lock < shai anor tHe 
National Aniline & Chemical Co ate work in health and physical Oe ee een I ith Bitomibes a eAg dR ee ducats i department of journalism at the 
ae Re A ae aa ye pe University of Southern California, 
i a Onl oN ee Be iS TAS is a member of the publicity com- 
Oe See ve ye ee 4 ‘20 Through the consolidation of mittee for the semi-centennial cele- 

S Bee ate fe oe qo nana. the Unity Sheet & Steel Co., bration of the university which will 
ee S f the B Fa M ee Reimar Frank has changed his ad- be held this year. The celebration 

? ne a Ro ee i ee ne dress to that of the Gibbs Steel Co., will take place during the first week 
a ae eae ae ed Oe ' Milwaukee. He is acting in the in June. Among the features of the 
T f ae oo ae capacity of vice-president and man- occasion will be a festival of music, 

fi ie N a a a Bld € &xX- ager of sales——Alphons MuELLER a rendition of the oratorio, “Elijah,” 
oe eee ed 8. is operating a chain of wall paper with Alice Gentle and Madam 
f OS and paint stores in Wisconsin. Ernestine Schumann-Heink inter- 
16 sens Bocart he 7 “yr preting the leading roles, unveiling 

office Ga the Medical ie Bide ot 2 | Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Hyer of an Ape ee eee 
Chattanooga Tenn —Murray (Esther WANNER, 20.) are cet 5 lee fed ced 
BENEDICT who formerly taught at nov ovine a bub! Minn pruere ne a“ e sentiie Monona’ 
the University of South Dakota, is Hymer is superintendent of the (eee ane ae seve that Rowe pratecccr at Harvard uni. Vabigon_Mine for the Hanna Ore poe ee i Se _ 

versity. He has specialized in com- ining Co.—Peter Watraven has Cee Gee ee ‘| 
Wencal and agricultural problems been named city manager at Stevens Co., ages ae Ree ete 
Sr yee fedchine busi. Point, Wis.—O. B. Westmont is kins.—Earl K. ae Sen a 
Fee Jaw at the University xtene superintendent of brick plants of the following ie ae oe eet ss z 
Soa Naas nee Celite corp., now subsidiary of the the eee au othe ‘eke ied ve 

Beary ; Johns Manville corp. He is lo- | WaSmost intense, just before Thanks- 
; A eile Sty cated at Lompoc, Calif—Morris  $iVing, I was in tale ae ot 

] if a ENNINGS e718 i. € Dunn Jackson has been made a Churia, ae pes nee igual 
# author of a one-act play, member of the firm of Pennie, Vladivostok, Siberia. A few weeks 
The Clock Struck One,’ which ae a > later, in Mukden, I encountered Beeb hiehed BoRGeeee Davis, Marvin and Edmonds, pa- ee clos Notw f 

has been published by Rowe, Peter- tent attorneys located at 165 Broad- Arne Brinck, from Oslo, Norway, 0 
son & Co. She is at present as- SER PEER gcc the class of 1922. In Peking I had a5Giat ey e Deeeh aeSiate way, New York City—H.A.HovpE  ! ies aie an eh Professor DC 
sociate professor of French at S ate has been appointed agricultural a pleasant visit with Pro essor D. C. 
Teachers’ College, Kirksville, Mo.— : ~ . 2 Te Jackson who was on the Wisconsin CGC on Gate agent for Columbia County, Wis. 1 1907. Professor C. K 
a - ee — He is living in Portage. sin ity bg : essor ; ae: 

he Peerless Oil and Gas Co. 0 “ag LEITH, , presented one 0 e 
Tulsa, Okla—tIrving A. MIELENz 2 finest of nearly 800 papers read at 
is serving the Methodist Churches, 222 Walter S. FisHer, an at- the World Engineering Congress 
Caldwell and Vernon, and the com- torney in Minocqua, has been here in Tokyo in November. One 
munity church at Lake Beulah, Ill. presented with the government Dis- of my friends heard the strains of 
He is also attending the Garrett tinguished Service Medal for hero- ‘‘On Wisconsin’? coming from the 
Biblical Institute in Evanston.— ism during action in the World _ streets one night in Tokyo recently, 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Karcu War.—Dr. Robert E. McDonatp and on examination found that it 
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was being sung by some students sions.—Dr. Theodore Braascu is Rosmary STONE Halline is the ad- 
and that the words were in Japan- the first American to receive the  vertising writer of Simpson’s store 
ese.”’—Walter Wisnicky of Fond doctor of philosophy degree from in Madison.—A. R. Livincston is 
du Lac, Wis., has been appointed the University of Heidelberg since teaching vocational agriculture in 
state director of livestock sanita- the world war. He was also an the high school at Highland, Wis.— 
tion—Edwin O. KorERNER was re- honor student, receiving the “Magna Ruben LEvIN is a member of the 
cently admitted to the practice of | cum lauda” degree, which is the editorial staff of the Wisconsin 
law at the District bar in Washing- highest honor available from that News, Milwaukee. He is the author 
ton, D. C.—James Braper, former famous educational institution. of an article, “Liberals in Mil- 

head line football coach at the Uni- waukee”’ which appeared in the 
versity, has signed a one-year con- "RX March issue of Plain Talk.—Frank 
tract as head line coach at the Uni- GILLETTE has received an appoint- 
versity of Californiasouthern branch. "26 Evelyn B. SpeNcER is the ment in the medical corps of the 
—Karl Mater, Jr., has been ap- focal Adirector. of the. Gil navy, and after his graduation from 

pointed local manager of the Ban- — geouts, Inc., at Charleston, West the Harvard medical school in June, 
camerica-Blair Co., in Milwaukee. Virginia —Clyde L. Pumps has be will begin a year of interneship 
—Mable Woop writes: “I haven’t completed his interneship at Queen’s at one of the U.S. naval bases.— 

much to tell of myself as I am still fyospital, Honolulu and is now lo- Enid Heseres is teaching biology 
teaching in the St. Louis schools. cated a Pahala, Hawaii. He is 1 the high school at Marinette. 

Tam studying languages assiduously —_pJantation doctor and government 
for I intend taking trips ,to parts,  Dhysician in the hospital in that I 
now unknown to me, soon.”—M.D. —_¢ity.—Norval SrepuENs is in the 
Harpaveu is secretary of the Tri- real estate department of the Wal- 27 Milton Entcxson is a junior 
State Zinc and Lead Ore Producers — gren Drug Co. in Chicago.—Grace physician at the Rhode Is- 
Assn., at Miami, Okla—Fred C. [rene Benner, after spending a land hospital at Howard, R. L.— 
Stewart is an associate professor year of graduate work studying Sylvia Orr is teaching dancing in 
at the Georgia School of Technology, Child psychology at the Merrill- Milwaukee. Her pupils gave a dance 
Atlanta. : Palmer school in Detroit, has charge pantomime for the Children’s The- 

RQ of the Dorothy Roberts Nursery ater of the Wisconsin Players on 
school at 444 N. Randall Ave., February 22.—Ernest J. Hewirr 

’ Madison.—Burt K. Preston is in will be graduated from the North- 
24 Ralph AMON Hs Beas the Elgin office of the Illinois de- | western University Law school in 
rein ga and state develop- partment of highways. He is June.—B. E. BREMER is a geologist 

ments of the Wisconsin department living at 1624 Ashland Ave., Des — with the Texas company at Meri- 
of agriculture and markets.—Dr. Plaines—Ralph Brooxs is still dian, _Miss.—Lucile McKEEcan is 
Oscar SANDER is spending several with the Westinghouse Electric Co., _ teaching Latin in the high school 
months ints Ganevas Swatzerland and interested in the development at Marinette, Wis.—Helen FEeBock 
where he is doing ‘some research fa finer and better control for elec- is art supervisor in the grades and 
work in the Cantonal Hospital.— tric cars and coaches. He is not _ teaches art in the junior high school 
F. W. Numer is in charge of the married.—Margaret ASHTON writes: at Marinette—Fred J. Emic is 

engineering department of the Ohio “I have just returned from a three with the E. I. DuPont de Nemours 
Edison Co. He is also president of months’ trip and visit in California. Co., at Parlin, N. J.—Wallace 
the Springfield Engineers’ Club.— Met loads of _Wisconsin alumni. GREEN is with the George Green 

Paul J. Bruninc is in the New HadluncheonwithDr.RuthAnper- Construction Co. at Green Bay.— 
York office of the Charles Bruning son, ’28, who is resident physician Margaret GREEN Halstead is living 
Co. He is living in White Plains. — at the Barlow Sanatorium. In try- at 709 West 12th St., Silver City, 
Olivia Orta Anderson has been 128 to ‘crash the gates’ atthe Metro- | New Mexico.—Wheeler Jounson, 
active with the Wisconsin Players Goldwyn-Mayer studios I met Nick formerly assistant city editor of the 

n Milwaukee. She appeared re- Grinpe, ’15, who showed me through Mobile Morning Register, is now 
cently in their production of Mol- and forgot to explain that he is one _ with the Washington Post, Washing- 
madet ihe Devil and: Hasctanen of their most beloved directors. I ton, D. C.—Tirza Ennor is teach- 
part in their Sunday afternoon am still in the lumber business at ing in the La Salle-Peru Township 
broadcasting programs over WTMJ. Eagle River and spending the rest High school.—R. B. MUELLER is 
She and Sylvia Orru, ’27, were of the winter here. Would be most in the rolling stock department of 
featured panaane program of fhe glad to entertain all Wisconsin the Milwaukee Electric Ry. & 
Twentieth Century Club of Wau- alumni in search of winter sports Light Co.—Regina Crow.ry is 
vatoaa held in March, a) who come this way.’”—Erich Horr- _ teaching kindergarten at the Edge- 

‘ MAN has been promoted to vice wood Academy, Madison.—Austin 
consul in the American Consular A. SrrAuBEL was a member of the 

er Service at Budapest, Hungary United States winged army patrol 
After spending a year and a half in which left Selfridge field, Mich., on 

5 Mary Atwoop is living in Mexico, teaching in Mexico City, January 8 and cruised the northern 
Geneva, Switzerland. She is traveling, and studying at the Uni- frontier of the United States.— 

working with “The Students’ In- versity of Mexico, Berenice ZANDER Ione M. Jounson is an instructor in 
ternational Union,” which is a club of Two Rivers, Wis., is teaching in physical education at the Uni- 
of students of all nations. She is also the junior high school at Manitowoc. _ versity of Illinois—Ruby ALron is 
following the meetings of the League —Laura Hotty is teaching English teaching in the high school at 
Councils, Assemblies, and Commis- in one of the Chicago,high schools—— Antigo, Wis. 
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"28 Wilma Apsir is children’s Panama doing the same type of Picnic at Bernard’s Park—Saturday 
librarian in the West Lake work.—Henry STEvENs, who is at- A.M. 

Branch library at Minneapolis.— tending the Law School at the Uni- General Alumni Affairs—Saturday 
Constance BLEGAN is director of versity of Arizona, recently re- afternoon 
physical education at the State turned from a glee club trip through Alumni Banquet and Ball—Satur- 
Normal college, Dillon, Mont. The Arizona and New Mexico. He writes day night. 
school is located in the heart of the that the Grand Canyon alone was Chairman to interest members of 
Rockies, close to Yellowstone and worth the trip—Alton Kasre is a the class to return have been ap- 
Glacier National Parks.—K. Pau- reporter on the Sioux City Journal, pointed by Dr. Arnold Jackson, class 
line WIDEMAN is teaching home Sioux City, Iowa.—Carl CosTELLo president, and were announced in 
economics at the Union Free High is a reporter on the Duluth Herald— the last issue of the magazine. Com- 
school at Juda, Wis.—Henry Det- Meyer CouEN is a member of the _mittees in charge of local arrange- 
LICKER writes: ““The following Wis- law firm of Sheridan, Evrard and ments have also been appointed and 
consin men are attending the Har- and Evrard at Green Bay.—Mar- have been meeting regularly. These 
vard Graduate School of Business:  garet CurIsTENSEN is proofreading committees are: 
Stanley WairE, James Hanks, ’29, on the Racine Journal-News.—Gil- General chairman— John Wise 
James SipFLe, Ernest A. MENHALL, bert O. Raascu has been made head _— Assistants—Mrs. Claude Maurer, 
Robert Krauskopr, and Richard curator of the Wisconsin Geologi- Fred Distelhorst 
McKee. Bill Crark, Budd Cor- cal museum. Executive committee—Milton Fin- 
Buss, Lowell BusHNELL, and August RY dorff, chairman: 

JoNEs, are in the Medical School. ; nicks Mrs. Elmer Sevringhaus, John 
John Coates is in the Law school, 30 LeRoy Hatt is in charge of Wickham, Edwin Conner, Mrs. 
and there may be more.”—H. I. ~ © the work in physical educa- Clifford Brainerd, Elbert Carpen- 
Romnes says: “I graduated some tion in the high school at Marinette, ter, Mrs. William Aberg, Arnold 
months ago from Brooklyn to Mont — Wis. Joseph Murpny is the di- Jackson, Mrs. Carl Van Sinden, 
Clair, N. J. My address is now 197 ec eee oF Alice Curtiss Bergh. 
Walnut St. The three members of ees ere i Sass ince Al Cramer Ghai 
the class of ’28 who came to the lege, Williamsburg, Ky. pete Micke c ais 
Bell Laboratories, B. A. Fatr- Mrs. Frederick Thwaites, George 

weaTHER, M. L. Martin, and my- Gala Events Planned For Levis, Aah Nyland Milo Swen. 
self, are still with that organization. Reuners ton. 
IH: Gers: 227, however, recently (Continued from page 273) Reception—Glenn Stephens, chair- 

left the laboratories to join the passion for golf, bring your clubs man: 
faculty of Georgia Tech—Helen along. Madison’s many and lovely Arlie Mucks, Mrs. Leonard Eager, 
PostHuMA is a student in the de- courses will be open to you. Al Powell, Mrs. Peggy O’Neil, 
pe os ae a Of course woes like to know Bubbles Mauer, Harriet O’Shea. 

5 > Sas c ow many to plan for, so won’t you ss aot Cas ye 
ScuiatTer is teaching Latin and write ce Belstelt wen as caon 46 Hesdauete pe ee reo Ph 
French in the high school at Evans- ossible that you’ll surely be back; Oa eee 2 He ea Pp Ou a > Mrs. Warren Weaver, Donald 
ville, Wis.—Helen Jonson is secre- and at the same time, write to your Fell c Fee Cong: 
tary of the graduate school at the “old gang” to meet youJune 20 at, © Wr “Ommelus Lonway. 
University. 16 Langdon Street. pepe aoe —William Cargill, 

. a Be e chairman: 
“Ry : Come back and help us make this Masta Warent asian harold 

agreat Veumlon ea) Evans, Mrs. Dwight Fowler 
"29 Lyman T. Powe.., Jr. of Nar Brarr, President aah al a eee ™M bP 

Superior, has been appointed Evsa Faversacu, Secretary Songs an Gowns— ts, Ruth Por- 
assistant U. S. district attorney in Gus Boustept, General Chairman _ ter, chairman: ie : 
western Wisconsin. He and Mrs. E eo Connor, Mrs. D. Bingham, 
Powell (Alice CrEBER) are living | Howard Smith. 
in Madison.—Edna TrumBuLL and | Class of 1916 | Progra 
Mildred Meuti are teaching home Perry Slettland, Warren Weaver 

economics in the high school at a A new idea will be tried out in 
Marinette-—Armella Berscu is in Fifty members of the class of 1916 class affairs at Wisconsin by having 
charge of speech correction in the met April 7th at the Memorial Union a directory with the names and ad- 
Marinette schools.—William NEIL for dinner and a discussion of plans dresses of all members of the class. 
is teaching history in the same city. for the third reunion next June. This is now in the hands of the 
—Jack Mason is connected with the Great enthusiasm was shown by printer and a copy will be sent out 
Victor Talking Machine corporation the Madison members of the class in the first letter going to members 
at Camden, N.J. His new composi- and several came from nearby towns. in April. Members expecting to re- 
tion, ‘““He’s Got the Makings,” The following program for reunion turn are requested to send a regis- 
was broadcast over the network of was adopted: tration fee of one dollar to Fred 

the National Broadcasting company Registration—Friday A.M.at Head- —_ Distelhorst, Nakoma road, Madison. 
during the Radio-Keith-Orpheum quarters Those unable to return for reunion 
hour several weeks ago.—John Birp- Luncheon—noon—(Sigma Chi House) are asked to send a quarter to cover 
sALL has been doing soils research Reception for classes 1915-17-18 at the cost of the directory. Those 
work for the United Fruit Co. at Memorial Union expecting to return are asked to 
Tela, Honduras. For the next six Banquet and Dance—Evening—at communicate this information as 
months he will be stationed in Maple Bluff Golf Club soon as possible to the General 
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Chairman, John Wise, in care of — ex-'26, Clarence Engelbreth, DL _«—S>5\S™“=5pq]"=>SE= 
Alumni headquarters. Mrs. S. A. Mahlkuck (Lucile Drew- 

ARNOLD JACKSON ry, 20), Bertha Elbel, ’24 (Mrs. J. A SURGEON 
President Harold Rupp), Mrs. Gerald Hall A UNIVERSITY 

SEE TIZ etic verve (Elizabeth Ellingson, ’26), Florence A TRUST COMPANY 

lege on ee are selected with discrimination 
JOURNALISM REUNION | a ee plans should be made with 

§£ | Gerling, ’28, Harold A. Gill, ex20 CANA" Care. ; 
Plans for reunion at the coming Harold M. Griffin, ex-'25, Arthur University Travel, directed by 

commencement of alumni and for- Hallam, 714, Mrs. Alan Halline Dr. H. H. Powers for more than 
mer students in the School of Jour- (Rosemary Stone, °26), Monona thirty years, has built up a staff 
nalism are rapidly taking shape. Hamilton, ’28, J. Stuart Hamilton, of trained experts. 

Some 65 journalism alumni in Mad- *22, Genevieve R. House, °29, Motor Trips are offered in Eng- 
ison are actively cooperating with Charles E. Hulten, ’30, Stanley E. — Jand, France, Germany. 

the officers of the Wisconsin Journal- ‘Kalish, °27, Kenneth R. Kennedy, The Vergilian Cruise in the 
ism Alumni Association in arranging 26, Duane H. Kipp, ’27, Mrs. comfortable City of Paris will fol- 
for the celebration of the completion Willard A. Lowe (Garnet E. Kleven, low the route of Aeneas with many 
of twenty-five years of instruction 20), Cc. Winthrop Lyman, ex-’30, of the best known classical scholars. 
in journalism at the University. Grace Langdon, *27, Lilly L. Krue- iversified Tours under schol- 

The program thus far arranged ger, °28, Ethel M. Max, °28, Harold arly leadership include places of both 
provides for beginning the celebra- | E. McClelland, °23, Henry J. Mc- ysual and unusual interest in 
tion with an informal reception at Cormick, °26, Mrs. Murray Mc- Europe and the far corners of the 
the Memorial Union on Friday even- oo Meats Sane ee ee world. 

ing, June 20. This will be followed Nleyer, » Ralp . Nafziger, 3 

a ade morning with an open Kenneth E. Olson, ’20, Mrs. Ken- Announcements sent on request. 
house gathering at the School of neth E. Olson (Mildred Nusbaum, THE BUREAU OF UNIVERSITY 

Journalism, South Hall. <A picnic 21), Cedric Parker, ex-’30, Mrs. ees ae pas NS nts aac 

and luncheon on the shores of Lake Eldon Russell (Margaret “Callsen,.. 112 20 9 et. NEN TOR er 
Mendota will occupy Saturday noon 24), Mrs. Walter Schar (Doohy = 
and afternoon. In the evening the Clare °23), Clara Sinaiko, °24, ; 
journalism alumni will occupy tables George Stephenson, ’28, Ralph Tim- due as an offensive coach—but the 

together at the annual Alumni Din- mons, °26, George V. Vaughn, ’24, teams that faced Wisconsin were 
ner in the Memorial Union. Sunday Havens Wilber, ’29, Margaret Wil- not among those who derided his 
noon a lawn luncheon will be given son, ’20, John S. Weisz, ex-’27, Al- offense. There was always a punch 
at the home of one of the Madison fred Willoughby, ’27, Mrs. Alfred in Big John’s attack—both as an 
alumni in North Shore. Willoughby (Frances Elizabeth Cas- individual and as a coach. He had 

A Madison committee on arrange- sell, ex-’23). no superior as oe bie strat- 

ments is headed by George V. s egist and in his day, few teams 

Vaughn, ’24, with a number of sub- Hewes a equalled his in forward pass defense. 

committees on various details of the || Class of 1918 ‘Since his retirement from coaching 
program. The officers of the Journal- eects es OL a ae Richards has lived in Los Angeles 

ism Alumni Association are Waldo The plans for the reunion of 718 where he ete a pele 

R. Arnold, 718, Milwaukee journal, ; ‘ ii : : and civic affairs. e participated 
_ are going ahead rapidly. Searge a fa high! a 

president; Mrs. Jane Pine Casey, — Wild who was chairman of the last 1 the promotion of a highly success- 
"19, Oak Park, Ill., vice-president; reunion is again general chairman. ful fire insurance company, of which 

and Prof. Franklin E, Bump, Jr.,'20, William “Bill” Chandler is the local D¢_i8 now Vice-president, and he 
Department of Journalism, Univer- chaiimankand willttales care of all has a hand in many other important 

sity of North Dakota, Grand Forks, a ofcive ase. etterprises. ‘The energy and aggres- 
y local affairs and plans. Both these ~. t) hich aaah ee 

secretary-treasurer. men will appoint committees as  “veness Which made him a grea 
f ; athlete and a great football coach The 65 alumni and former stu- they see fit. a y : : A 

cei a teas in : ) : « peas have won him business success which dents in journalism now living in Our president ‘“‘Burley”’ will be on h ade hima eave ohimarcnce 
Madison include Catherine Alberti, hand during’ the festivities. I ek - a 2 a nae Cee 

25, Ewald L. Almen, ’27, Mrs. Howarp Hancock. Cio 0: s 
Ewald L. Almen (Edna M. Miller, See : 

27), pon ode ay ue EMD Big John--The Pride of the This is the second of a series of Axley (Katherine Hartman, *27), Old L 
Leo J. Blied:’17. Lucile G. Bohren timers articles by George F. Downer, on 

197 BOB : Bacher 993 Mary (Continued from page 292) old time Wisconsin athletes. The 

Brandel, °27, F. S. Brandenburg, ’09, Big John’s coaching record at third will appear in the May issue 

Potter Brayton, ex-29, Louis W. Wisconsin is recent enough to need _ of the magazine. 
Bridgman, ’06, H. H. Brockhausen, no exploitation. He never won a 

°23, Mrs. H. H. Brockhausen (Frieda championship but no Wisconsin x ‘ 

Rummel, ’21), Marshall F. Browne, team of his was ever badly beaten. Every day a farm gathering of 

18, Calmer B. Browy, ’27, Chilton Rival coaches conceded that, as a particular interest to Wisconsin is 

R. Bush, ’25, Gerald R. Coulter, ’21, defensive coach John had no supe- held at the Wisconsin College of 

Fred M. Distlehorst, *16, D. D. rior. Because he believed in simple Agriculture. This is in the form of a 

Dunn, ex-’22, William L. Doudna, formations, he was seldom given his dairy agricultural radio broadcast. 
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When the Clock Strikes change that she has observed. She contrived to curtail their interest in 
the Hour has seen long ruffled skirts retreat vigorous exercise. Tradition, in- 

sis ae ae before short skirts and highheels heritance, form of dress, environ- 

ee ea with the advent of flapper days. She | ment—all’ conspire to discourage 
creased by six in the three-quarters has watched peg-legged trousers rather than encourage activity on 
of a century in which Ae has existed. swell into untold widths. the part of the girl.” 

_In He oe os a. Now as she views the retrogression Explaining the motto of the 
ine ee : a . d ie 4 sore of ancient and honored traditions, women’s physical education de- 
a 1 a ae i at ee oy she is lost in the time-dimmed rem- partment. “A Game for Every 
meg i = sarin thier ane Sea ea iniscences of the days when stu- Girl and Every Girl in the Game,” 
- Be tt i il % sree oe e dents flocked to the campus in Miss Trilling said that emphasis is 
oor : ri ee is ye se a “it search of knowledge. She has placed on interesting the students in 
a ane . Be = Me Rare ah {Watched the Memorial Union, the an activity for personal enjoyment, 

: ae eee gD oe ies a tk a symbol of Wisconsin spirit and rather than on interesting a record 
nee ‘ a Ae aD OUI EYL oe ues ideals evolve from a mere dream toa _ breaking few. Because a college 

ne Maellec Bidger of toy glorious reality. education trains for adult life, many 

The city school system today con- : ae ee, = oe py nusuaey ring ate 
tains 16 large schools and a total en- Cotaes Athletics for girls is a college y 8 

r ent of about 14,000 children. i are diffic Y ae e 
eas any ca aidivananat a ‘ Cito much more difficult prob- Dancing, basket ball, indoor base- 

000 pieces of taxable real estate and lem than athletics for ball, bowling, fencing, games, swim- 
an annual tax roll of almost $4,000,- boys, ei oe eae ee ming, and individual gymnastics are 
000 e : fake Trilling, director of the women’s taught within the women’s building, 

a , ae physical education department. Lathrop hall. Out-of-door activities 
Se “Boys can largely be depended _ include hockey, volleyball, archery, 

~ te The iversita. auibtary upon to provide their own exercise, _ track, outdoor baseball, _canoeing, 
Complete sare mescriie cintdittae, but girls often have to be coaxed to golf, horseback riding, skiing, skat- 
Roll composed of George oneae take it. Everything in the past has ing, and tobogganing. 

dler, chairman; Carl Russell Fish, 

historian; John L. Bergstresser, ee y : 

secretary; Dean Scott H. Good- @ rN 
night, Porter Butts, and R. A. Rose, oe se) \ aN 

will start this month compiling the a PRL S SR 

final roll of Wisconsin men and DN Ne : \ 
women who served in the war. WN aN S 

The 10,000 names will be hand- mt ss or & . 
lettered in leather covered volumes \S Z . ‘KR 
of cardinal and white. A permanent Ni SSA QT, A ~ ~ . S . 

record of all of the members of the NN ys B . 
university military honor roll will i \ INNS : % 
be placed on exhibit when it is com- cA vy ec) « ) 
pleted next year. The collection of \ Po NZ A \ 
ie was started in 1925, and has \ es he To Pa oo \ 

required much work, because many \ : : X 

of the war records were lost. \ : . awe Radios Tnaudible ae 

The Union roll of donors will in- aww In Adjoining Rooms-~~~- 
clude all who have completed their 2 
pledged contributions. < ALLERTON HOUSE 

l—aI Ci ke—_ . Borer eat ne Janitress The birth of the traditions \ Ss CAGO'S CLU: IDENCE— 
ioe 52 in the university which are : < FOR MEN AND WOME N-~~1000 ROOMS 

eo fast fading into oblivion, : ‘ CAG AD RIERS] 
is but a memory to Mrs. Mahoney . NX are oe QUAI ‘ 
who for 52 years has been a jani- \ x ba olleges eee, 
tress in Science hall. Year in and . ++ and 20 National Sororities +++ 
year out she has scrubbed the long \ <~H122 por week upr~~y 
tables set to rights the now worn aN <2 co $428 por day ~, 
chairs. The fading walls being back : Ce TEE 
memories of the maps and diagrams 
which have graced them for many ‘ a 
years. \ \ ] 

It is with a twinge of sorrow that 1sconsin Headquarters 
she witnessed the inevitable changes 

which have taken place since the ® Cc s 
medics have vacated some of the an- 1 ) | ) 
cestral halls. But it is not the first 1 1cago 
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